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[in billions of dollars]

Projection B-Assumes
changes each year in work

Projection A-Assumes no force, pay, benefits, and
changes beyond fiscal year cost-of-living at the same
1972 in work force, pay, rate experienced in calendar
benefits, and cost-of-living year 1972

Actual
fiscal year Fiscal year Fiscal year Fiscal ear Fiscal ear

1972 1977 1982 1977 1982
L Treasury transfers for interest on unfunded

liability and for military service credits .... 0.6 2.6 3.8 2.9 5.2
2. Appropriations for 30-year amortization of

liberalizations --------------.---- .5 .7 .7 1.8 3.2
3. Agency contributions --- - ...---------------- 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.7 3.5
4.Total Government costL---------------------- 3.2 5.4 6.6 7.4 11.9
5. Employee contributions----__---------- 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.7 3.5
6. Annuity payments---_____________----........3.6 5.4 6.8 6.8 11.1
7. Retirement fund (June 30) ----------------- 27.7 46.1 71.5 49.5 86.3
8. Unfunded liability (June 30)---- ---- ___---- 63.5 70.1 68.9 82.9 101.9

MANDATORY RETIREMENT
(Mr. SEIBERLING asked and was

given permission to extend his remarks
at this point in the RECORD.)

Mr. SEIBERLING. Mr. Speaker, to-
day I am reintroducing a bill that would
prohibit any Member of Congress from
taking office after his 65th year. If
adopted, it would mean that eventually
no Member of the House would be 68
years of age or older and no Member
of the Senate would be 72 years of age or
older. The amendment would, however,
permit any older Member of Congress
to complete the term of office he or she
held at the time the amendment is rati-
fied.

Finally, the amendment would require
all Federal judges, including Justices of
the Supreme Court, to retire before the
end of their 70th year of age, but would
allow them to continue to serve in an
advisory capacity.

At a time when we are all concerned
with the need to breathe new life into
the legislative branch of our Govern-
ment, this amendment is particularly Im-
portant. In the last month and a half,
we have made significant reforms in
House procedures and the committee sys-
tem which I believe will go a long way
toward reestablishing the Congress as a
branch of government of equal stature
with the executive.

However, in spite of all the important
strides we have taken in reforming the
legislative machinery of the House and
the Senate, we have not touched on one
aspect of Congress, which, perhaps more
than any other, will ultimately determine
whether the proper balance of powers
within our Government can be re-
stored-its membership.

In my first term in office, I discovered
how difficult and physically taxing a job
in Congress can be. The hours are long;
the problems are complicated. This is a
job for mature men and women, but not
for the aged. Yet those in the most im-
portant positions in Congress tend to be
the oldest as well. In this session, for
example, the average age of the chair-
man of the House standing committees
is 65, while the average age of all House
Members is 10 years less.

It is no coincidence that practically
every US. business corporation concerned
with its institutional health has adopted
mandatory retirement for its officers and

employees. The retirement age is usually
65 years. Business has found that with-
out mandatory retirement of older em-
ployees, it is extremely difficult to attract
and hold the able, younger men and
women needed to keep a firm vigorous
and progressive.

If Congress is to check the dangerous
growth of executive power and resume its
proper role as this Government's chief
lawmaking body, in short if it is to
maintain its health as an institution of
Government, it must have a vigorous
and forceful membership, in touch with
the needs of bur people and open to new
ideas. Like any other institution seek-
ing to maintain its vitality, Congress
needs a continuous flow of new blood. The
only way to insure this is through man-
datory retirement.

Congress long ago acknowledged the
wisdom of mandatory retirement when
it established a retirement age for those
in Government civil service. It is time
that Congress applied this principle to
itself.

The same basic considerations that in-
dicate the desirability of mandatory re-
tirement for Members of Congress do
likewise for the Judiciary. Many States,
including my own State of Ohio, require
judges to retire when they reach their
70th year. Mandatory retirement should
be applied to the Federal judiciary as
well as to Congress.

A MOVE TOWARD ENDING DIS-
CRIMINATION IN FEDERAL TAX
SYSTEM
(Mr. SEIBERLING asked and was

given permission to extend his remarks
at this point in the RECORD.)

Mr. SEIBERLING. Mr. Speaker, today
I am reintroducing a bill to permit single
people and married women to produce
100 gallons of wine a year for personal
consumption without paying the Fed-
eral excise tax.

This bill would simply extend to sin-
gle adults, married women, widows, and
widowers this tax privilege now enjoyed
only by married "heads of household."

I introduced a similar bill last year
which was reported by the House Ways
and Means Committee, but. never acted
on by the House. I am hopeful that this
year, with tax reform the subject of con-
gressional attention in both Houses, this
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small, but .symbolically : significant
change can be made in the law.. :

SThis inequity was brought to my atten-
tion by a constituent, Mrs. Caroline Firth
of Akron, Ohio. Mrs. Firth, a widow wit}
several grown children who enjoys mak-
ing wine at home, applied to the Internal
Revenue Service several years ago for a
winemaking permit. IRS denied the per-
mit on the grounds that she was not a
"head of household." -

The 'bll I introduced in the last Con-
gress amended the law to include single
adults, widows, and widowers. Not until
after the bill-had been ;introduced did I
realize, that it continued to perpetuate
discrimination: against ., the- ;:married
woman, living with her husband, who
wants to hold a winemaking permit.
Under IRS regulations, she is not a head
of household, and..therefre is not eligi-
ble. This inequity has been removed in
the bill introduced today.,-

This is admittedly a minor issue which
will not affect a great many citizens, al-
though home winemaking is becoming
very popular.and I suspect that there are
a great many people making wine at
home who are breaking the law by not
having a permit.

But it has significant symbolic value
because it would correct a kind of dis-
crimination which pervades our tax
laws: discrimination against:people sim-
ply because they are not married, and
discrimination against women.

Clearly it makes no senserto extend
this privilege according to one's sex, mar-
ital status, or number of dependents.

Therefore, its speedy passage would be
a symbolic gesture that the Congress is
ready to end this kind of discrimination,
and make the Federal tax system truly
equitable. .

THE CONGRESSIONAL BLACK CAU-
CUS' TRUE STATE OF THE UNION
(Mr. STOKES asked and was given

permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD and to include ex-
trazieous matter.)-

Mr. STOKES. Mr. Speaker, a few days
ago the members of the Congressional
Black Caucus spoke in this Chamber on
the matter of the true state of the Union.
Many of our colleagues in the House have
expressed their concern in being pro-
vided with a copy of the full document
which. we produced. It is for that reason
that we hereby present to our colleagues
the "Congressional Black Caucus' True
State of the Union":
U.S. HOUsE OF REPESENTATIVES, CONGRES-

SIONAL BLACK CAUCUS: '"THi TRUE STATE or
TsHE UNoN" .,

OVERVIE .
- (Hon. Lours STOKES).

On March 25,1971, the Congressional Black
Caucus met with President Nixon in the
White House. At that meeting, we presented
60 recommendations to the President and we
told him that- "

"Our'i people are no longer askihg for
equality as a rhetorical promise. They are
demanding from the national Administration
and from elected officials without regard to
party affiliation, the only kind of equality
that ultimately_ has any real meaning-
equality of results."

The President's reply to our document
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came to us two days after the deadline date
which we had set for his response. His docu-
ment consisted of 115 pages-took two
months to prepare-and according to his
own admission, was compiled by 200 people.
The man-hour cost of 200 people working
600 days on this document was well over a
million dollars.

Yet the document said nothing. It
amounted to a recodification of his Adminis-
tration's policies and goals, which were after
all, the reason we went to see him in the
first place. And 'yet, it had been the Presi-
dent himself who, at our meeting said to
us, "... I appreciate the candor with which
you gentlemen have spoken here this after-
noon. If I were in your shoes-if I were seated
in your places at this table, I would speak
with the same deep commitment and concern
with which you have spoken." And then,
unsolicited, the President added, "Your peo-
ple have not gotten a fair shake in this
country. . ." Unfortunately, the President's
printed document did not reflect his spoken
sentiments. In addition, subsequent state-
ments and programs have shown us that the
President carries an extremely low and dis-
torted estimate of the real needs of minority,
poor and disadvantaged Americans.

On January 20, 1973, in a perverted twist
on the message of John F. Kennedy, Presi-
dent Nixon callously exhorted the American
people: "In our own lives, let each of us
ask-not just what will government do for
me, but what can I do for myself?" The
question is a dangerous one in an era when
people's ability to help themselves is dwin-
dling and when a federal commitment to
humanity is needed more than ever before.

People are helpless when they are uned-
ucated; or poor; or sick; when they are at
the mercy of drug addicts and pushers; when
they are out of work; when living costs
spiral upward beyond their reach; when
they live in unsanitary and indecent hous-
ing; when they are a minority in a racist
nation; and when they are victims of a
foreign policy that few believe in. The num-
ber of people who lack the tools to become
self-reliant is on the rise in the United
States today. The fact that this Administra-
tion intends to keep those necessary tools
locked away-and will award the key only
to the privileged and the powerful-was
signalled to us in both the Inaugural Ad-
dress and the 1974 Budget.

The Congressional Black Caucus does not
intend to sit idly on the sidelines while
corporate and vested interests take bread
from the mouths of the poor. Over the past
four years we have learned that self-reliance
is a virtue which is demanded only from
minorities, the poor and the disadvantaged;
no one told Lockheed and Penn Central to
pull themselves up by their bootstraps. That
is the central fallacy in Mr. Nixon's ex-
hortation. It is one which the Congressional
Black Caucus intends to expose and to com-
bat-with legislative programs and Con-
gressional action.

We, too, would like to believe in self-
reliance, but we see it as a goal. It is not,
as Mr. Nixon would have us believe, a means.
The means to the end of self-reliance lie
in a federal commitment to the fulfillment
of human and social needs. The legislative
package which we intend to produce would
meet the needs of minority, poor and dis-
advantaged Americans. It would give people
the tools they need to lift themselves out of
the quagmire of despair and helplessness.

AN ALTERNATIVE
Today, the members of the Congressional

Black Caucus stand together in this Cham-
ber to present an alternative to what the
President has to offer. The President perceives
our society and the solutions to our prob-
lems in one way; we have a different percep-
tion. We are not afraid to see inequality and

injustice-problems that are crying out for
solutions. We do not shy away from the
challenge of completing a task. We do not
take a pollyanna view of our country's situa-
tion but, still, we do not despair. We be-
lieve that this Congress can, at any time,
reassert its powers on behalf of the Ameri-
can people and we intend to help lead this
body out of its lethargy.

Today, the members of the Congressional
Black Caucus present a report on the True
State of the Union. Each section of this docu-
ment discusses the past record and offers al-
ternatives for the future.

DOMESTIC NEEDS
We begin from the premise that, in this

richest and most advanced technological na-
tion, poverty is a shameful anachronism. The
federal government has the power to eradi-
cate poverty. In the absence of jobs, the wel-
fare system must be revised to provide an
adequate income for every American citizen.
At the same time, the government must in-
stitute a program of full employment. It
should evolve new and more effective man-
power training techniques and create mil-
lions of jobs in both the public and private
sectors. We will oppose the Budget's proposed
$600 million cut in manpower programs and
its termination of the Job Corps program.
The Congressional Black Caucus will work
toward full employment. In the meantime,
we will promote legislation which assists em-
ployable persons during the transition period
and permanently provides for the disabled
and the disadvantaged.

We do not believe that inflation should or
can be fought with unemployment. The pro-
per means of combatting inflation is an ef-
fective stabilization program. Phase II should
have been succeeded by an improved and
strengthened stabilization effort-it should
not have been scrapped.

We will watch the implementation of the
revenue sharing program with close atten-
tion. We are aware of lapses and inequities in
the present law and we intend to fill an over-
sight function which the Administration ap-
pears to have abdicated. Special attention
will be paid to civil rights compliance within
the revenue sharing program. We will fight
against proposed special revenue sharing in
the areas of manpower, education and com-
munity development.

Recent years have witnessed a great dis-
parity between promise and performance in
education, health and housing. It is to the
everlasting discredit of this President that he
has vetoed an unprecedented number of edu-
cation, health and housing bills. Where the
veto has failed, impoundment has succeeded.
The Congressional Black Caucus will take
part in what we hope will be a massive action
by this Congress to prohibit the impound-
ment of appropriated funds.

The Law Enforcement Assistance Ad-
ministration, with its block grant approach
to funding, was billed as a comprehensive
solution to the problems of our criminal jus-
tice system. Black people and poor people
suffer most from the ravages of crime because
they live in areas where crime rates are high-
est. They also suffer from racial discrimina-
tion by the police, in the courts, and in the
corrections system. LEAA has failed to pro-
vide the innovative leadership necessary for
real reform in the administration of crimi-
nal justice. Instead, it continues to devote
huge sums to the purchase of weapons and
hardware for local law enforcement agencies.
The rhetoric of "law and order" must be re-
placed by creative, constructive efforts to
deal with the causes of crime and retribution
must be replaced by rehabilitation.

A spirit of innovation is desperately needed
to solvehe growing problem of narcotics ad-
diction and drug-related crime. Our govern-
ment must attack this scourge at its source
by taking retaliatory action against those
countries which grow and process the heroin

being sold on our city streets and in our
schools. We need treatment and rehabilita-
tion facilities and we need drug education
programs. Addiction must be treated as a
sickness and not a crime. The government
must be willing to take on the forces of orga-
nized crime if it is to win our national battle
against narcotics addiction.

Innovation must also be applied- to the
rooting out of racism in the military. Our
own research and recent events have proven
beyond doubt that our armed forces have
institutionalized the practice of racism. We
believe that the justice which we demand in
all walks of daily life must be extended to
our armed services.

The difficulties that disadvantaged Ameri-
cans face nationally are especially acute in
the District of Columbia, where nearly a mil-
lion Americans are denied adequate repre-
sentation. The Black Caucus will provide the
Congressional leadership to rectify this situa-
tion.

FOREIGN POLICY
Just as our concerns do not stop at the

boundaries of our Congressional Districts,
they do not cease at our national borders. We
are concerned about oppressed peoples in
other lands, particularly on the African con-
tinent and in Southeast Asia. We advocate
a complete reassessment of our nation's for-
eign commitments. We deplore this govern-
ment's sympathy with the white minority in
Africa and we intend to resist all Presidential
and Congressional efforts to aid the Portu-
guese, the Rhodesians and the South Africans
in their practices and their wars of oppres-
sion. This is essential in light of our belief
that, unless immediate steps are taken to
fulfill our stated commitment to majority
rule at home and abroad, Southern Africa
might well become our next Vietnam.

We are unalterably opposed to this coun-
try's dual practice of colonialism and Im-
perialism, and we have seen the disastrous
effects of those policies in Indochina. We
will participate in Congressional action to
make future Vietnams-future unauthor-
ized and unconstitutional wars-impossible.

We watched as, over the years, officials
attempted to justify this country's military
presence in Southeast Asia on the grounds
that we could not abandon our allies. Billions
of dollars and millions of lives were wasted
because our government did not ask the same
self-reliance from the South Vietnamese as it
did from minority, poor and disadvantaged
Americans. We demand that the American
people be afforded the same advantages and
the same assistance that our government
poured into a land halfway around the globe.

COMPLEX PROBLEMS NEED COMPREHENSIVE
SOLUTIONS

The President has inflamed racism by ex-
ploiting the issues of busing, quotas and law
and order. We will persist in exposing his
inflammatory and simplistic rhetoric for
what it is-while advocating programs which
provide comprehensive solutions to problems
that we recognize as highly complex. In an
era when civil rights and liberties are under
attack on every front, we will seek to expand
those rights.

With each new veto and each new revela-
tion of impounded money, minority, poor
and disadvantaged people have been put on
the defensive. It is wrong that when the num-
ber of poor Americans is increasing, when
new and better federal programs are desper-
ately needed, the poor are being made to re-
trench and to defend programs which wereinsuffcient to begin with.

The American public has been asked to
believe that the inadequacies in past pro-
grams-such as OEO, Title I, 235 housing or
Hill-Burton-make the goals of those pro-
grams unrealistic. We disagree. The goals of
the poverty program, of equality in educa-
tion, housing and health care remain goals
to work toward. We would expand past pro-
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grams which worked and replace those which
did not. In this spirit, we will work for the
continued existence of programs which are
threatened by the 1974 Budget. Sbme of
these are OEO; legal services; regional medi-
cal planning; comprehensive health service
grants; maternal and child health project
grants; NIH research; emergency school as-
sistance; elementary education development
grants; Project Follow-Through; funding for
Titles III and V of ESEA; drug abuse educa-
tion; Model Cities; urban renewal; new com-
munities. These are only some of the major
cuts. Taken as a whole, the Budget presents
a clear view of the distorted and perverted
priorities of this Administration.

EMBARKING ON A LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM
This, then, is the True State of the Union

as we see it. After over a year of hearings in
which we collected data that had never been
assembled before, we now embark on a legis-
lative program in this Congress. We believe
that a strong Congress is absolutely essential
to thwart the repressive and inhumane Im-
pulses of this Administration.

We sense growing support in this Chamber
for our positions on many issues. We will cul-
tivate that support and work to make this
body an equal partner in our tripartite sys-
tem of government.

While inequality and injustice are facts of
life for millions of Americans, we maintain
that they are perversions of life. We seek
equal opportunity and equal justice for all
Americans. The True State of the Union tells
us that these remain goals to be sought.

POVERTY PROGRAMING
(Congresswoman YVONNE BRATHWArTE

BT•KE)
It is a tragic coincidence that both Lyndon

Johnson and one of his most forward and im-
portant creations are dying within weeks of
each other. For just as our former President
has passed away, so is the Nixon Administra-
tion killing the Office of Economic Opportu-
nity.

Two years ago, the Congressional Black
Caucus specifically urged the President not
to destroy OEO. And in its response to Cau-
cus, the Administration implied that there
was to be a continuing role for the agency.
That response noted that "as OEO tests and
proves new ideas, as programs 'mature' and
become a matter more of management than
of innovation, they should be spun off to the
line departments which have primary re-
sponsibility for administering social pro-
grams. This will free OEO to continue its
primary mission as innovator and advocate
for the poor. It will also increase awareness
in the line departments of the special needs
of the poor, as proven programs and experi-
enced personnel transfer to those depart-
ments. This will give the poor not only a
spokesman in OEO, but an enhanced aware-
ness and sensitivity to their needs in the
line departments, where on-going programs
which affect the poor are administered".

Now, that commitment by the Adminis-
tration has been abandoned, and those words
are revealed as hollow rhetoric. Once again,
the Nixon Administration's total lack of con-
cern for the rights and equity of millions of
poor and minority Americans becomes
evident.

From its inception in the Johnson Ad-
ministration, OEO was created as a chal-
lenge to existing bureaucracies-as a means
of showing that new ways of meeting the
real needs of the poor could be developed.
OEO set out to bring about conditions at the
local level to advance institutional change
and to affect the decision-and-policy-making
processes to encompass and involve the needs
of the poor and disenfranchised.

OEO was established because the line de-
partments-the very same agencies to which
OEO programs now are being scattered-were
both unwilling and unable to deal with low

income and minority citizens. And, despite
the serious constraints imposed on OEO over
the past four years by the Nixon Adminis-
tration-constraints which limited the abil-
ity to seek any new directions or programs-
we believe that OEO was becoming a success
and that it was making a positive effort to
involve the poor in the decisions which af-
fected their everyday lives.

Even before the recent announcement of
OEO's final dismantling, as a result of Nixon's
policies, it was but a mere shadow of its ini-
tial intent and hopes. Starting with an im-
mediate freeze on any new program direc-
tions made in the first days of the Nixon
term, OEO has been bludgeoned and beaten
back until it hardly can be called an effective
agency for change and growth.

Yet, we strongly believe that with proper
control and funding, OEO can be revived and
become a strong advocate for the poor. And
it must be Congress taking the lead in this
area, because the Nixon Administration has
given only lip service to the needs and pro-
grams established by and for OEO.

Despite its rhetorical claims of support for
OEO, here is the reality of the Nixon job done
on the poverty program:

Job Corps-gutted and removed from OEO
and switched to the Labor Department.

Head Start and day care-cut back and
transferred to HEW.

Legal services-lawyers can be utilized for
only menial casework, and the important
right to fight instances of explicit govern-
mental lawlessness has been eliminated.

Comprehensive health programs-fund
cut 10%.

Community development-funds slashed
30%.

Family planning-funds lowered 37%.
Emergency food and medical service-

funds virtually eliminated.
Office of Program Development-abolished

outright.
Vista, Foster Grandparents, alcoholism

programs-all transferred.
Approximately 30,000 people will be un-

employed as a result of dismembering OEO.
At the same time, community action, legal
services and migrant programs increasingly
have subjected to partisan political con-
siderations. Contracts have been awarded to
firms on the basis of how much they con-
tributed to the Republican Party-not by
any standard of how much they may help
poor and needy citizens.

In sum, the net effect of President Nixon's
1971 commitment to OEO as "innovator and
advocate for the poor" has been instead dis-
memberment of the agency, emasculation of
anti-poverty programs and abandonment of
this nation's poor.

WELFARE REFORM
(Congresswoman SHIRLEY CHISHOLM)

No issue was more cleverly exploited dur-
ing the first four years of the Nixon Admin-
istration than was the issue of welfare re-
form. And yet, no issue is more worthy of
our attention than the survival of the 14
million persons-mostly mothers and chil-
dren, the aged, the blind, and the totally dis-
abled of all ages and ethnic groups-who are
not able to completely take care of them-
selves.

While repeatedly stating its desire to help
welfare recipients become more self-suffi-
cient, the Administration's words have been
only that-rhetoric without action. Recom-
mendations made to President Nixon in 1971
by the Congressional Black Caucus included
the need for:

A guaranteed income maintenance plan;
Standardization of eligibility require-

ments;
Establishment of adequate payment

standards;
Elimination of degrading treatment of re-

cipients;

Provision of suitable work opportunities
which maximize individual freedom of choice
and Self-respect; and

Improvement of food assistance delivery
systems.

Now, in 1973, we must report to the Nation
that none of these recommendations was
translated into reality. Let's take them point
by point.

1. The Administration supported a Family
Assistance Plan that set a maximum guar-
anteed income of $2,400 a year for a family
of four, well under the Caucus recommenda-
tion of $6,500. However, that $2,400 was ac-
tually less aid than 45 of the 50 states were
already providing families and would have
made recipients ineligible for food stamps.

2. The Administration agreed with the
Caucus that eligibility requirements, ade-
quate payment standards, elimination of
abuse to recipients and provision of work
opportunities were necessary aspects of re-
form. It also said its proposed program
would provide 200,000 public service jobs at
no less than the minimum wage, would in-
clude additional training and child care and
would entail "required acceptance of suita-
ble work or training."

But what happened?
First, the 203,000 jobs provided through

the Public Employment Program passed by
Congress in 1971 have boiled down to a pres-
ent 148,000 persons still employed and a di-
rective has gone out from the Department
of Labor ordering an end to any new hiring.
In addition, the program was designed to
reach no more than 3 percent of the unem-
ployed from its inception.

Even more drastic has been the Adminis-
tration's decision-not publicly revealed un-
til very recently-to put a freeze on most
manpower training and job development
programs.

Secondly, we all know that President Nixon
vetoed last session a comprehensive child
care bill which woud have authorized federal
support for a child development program for
dependents of working parents.

And thirdly, the "required acceptance of
suitable work" clause was translated into a
repressive "workfare" concept in a bill intro-
duced in the Senate which one dissenting
Senator termed a "slavefare" concept.

Under workfare, recipients-except moth-
ers with children under 6-would be re-
quired to register for employment with pub-
lic or private employers for a fee equal to
the prevailing-not minimum-wage in their
locality. They would not be protected by
any state or federal laws regulating hours
of work, rates of pay, or other conditions of
employment except for social security if a
private employee in that position were so
protected.

Training for job placements for mothers
on workfare would have included "cleaning
up and beautifying their apartments" and
"providing a pleasing home atmosphere with
child-centered activities" certainly an ab-
surd and irrelevant preparation for a job
outside the home.

As for child care promised by the Ad-
ministration-this bill proposed that after-
school care, if needed, would be the responsi-
bility of any member of the family, whether
a minor or an adult, who would be found
"capable" of providing supervision.

The workfare approach also established a
"parent-locator service" to track down and
obtain support from absent fathers, utilizing
the services of the U.S. Attorney General,
legal service attorneys and regional blood-
typing laboratories to determine paternity.
Mothers would lose their benefits if they
failed to cooperate, even though it is well
known that matching blood types of a man
and an infant can disprove paternity but
cannot prove that the man is, in fact, the
father.

We need not wait until 1984 to decry such
police-state tactics
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The workfare bill also included elimina-

tion of the declaration methods for deter-
mining eligibility, elimination of food stamps
and a restriction of fair hearing rights and
other legal protection of recipients.

Meanwhile, when state and local govern-
ments compared the proposed five year pack-
age of $15.8 billion in welfare fiscal relief
that Congress offered with the $29.8 billion
which would be provided in the same period
under the general revenue sharing plan being
discussed at the same time, they shifted
their support from welfare reform to rev-
enue sharing. Not only was the fiscal relief
provided under revenue sharing greater than
that under welfare reform the money could
be used for virtually anything and therefore
was seen as politically more beneficial to a
greater number of constituencies.

The preoccupation with securing revenue
sharing on the part of state and local gov-
ernments also led to passage of an amend-
ment to the revenue sharing package impos-
ing a $2.5 billion ceiling on expenditures for
social services which, since 1967, had allowed
local governments to finance such services
as foster care, orphanages, family planning,
health, vocational training and rehabilita-
tion, day care, senior citizens centers and
drug and alcoholic rehabilitation programs.

In other words, the governments were will-
ing to give up both the $4.6 billion they
needed for domestic programs and welfare
reform in exchange for a blank check they
could spend however they wanted with no
strings attached.

It was just as well that the welfare reform
bills most favored by the Administration
were killed during the 92nd Congress since
they were more repressive than progressive
in many ways.

However, Congress may find itself deliber-
ating similar legislation again this year, legis-
lation whose intent will be to make life even
more miserable for our nation's poor than
it is now, legislation that would contain in-
adequate-if any-provisions for meaningful
child care and job training and development.

In spite of this discouraging state of
affairs, most thoughtful observers still agree
on the urgency of improving-if. genuine
reform is impossible-the patchwork quilt of
welfare programs presently being adminis-
tered by states and the federal government.

Many feel that improvement is needed to
make the system more humane as well as
more efficient. But President Nixon's empha-
sis is on punishing those forced to accept aid
in a society that denies them all other
choices. Throughout his first administration,
the President used "welfare" as a code word
to conjure up in the minds of his so-called
"silent majority" visions of a woman having
another child to increase her dole or a man
living off the taxpayers rather than finding
a job he could surely have "if he really
wanted it."

'Although his inaugural speech repeated the
word "new" 17 times, according to one com-
mentator, his thesis that "the government
should take less from the people so they can
do more for themselves" included the same
old phrase "work instead of welfare." Once
again, the President is waving the red flag
by equating those on welfare as being those
who do not or will not work for a living.
Once again, he is castigating welfare recip-
ients while simultaneously impounding funds
for or eliminating entire job training-and
development programs designed to provide
precisely those same persons with an op-
portunity to escape the hated relief rolls.

In the face of an overall 5.2 percent rate of
unemployment-and a disgraceful 10 percent
among Blacks-the President is willing to live
with this rate of joblessness, claiming it is a
curb on inflation. In effect, the poor shall be
sacrificed to the interests of the middle class.

Clearly, the prospects for meaningful wel-
fare reform are as dim now as they have been

for the last four years. The Nixon Admin-
istration still seems bent on penalizing those
unlucky enough to be poor in our society.

Nevertheless, we insist that reform is one
of the priority issues facing us and our con-
stituents throughout the nation. If the Pres-
ident would have the people "do more for
themselves," he will have to help provide
them with a chance to reach that admirable
goal.

At the very least, those citizens who are
desperately trying to survive-with or with-
out aid-should have the following protec-
tions:

Extension of minimum wage coverage to
those workers-mostly minority group-who
are concentrated in the lowest paying and
least secure jobs.

Elimination of a sub-minimum wage
clause from any welfare reform bill on
grounds that almost all Americans will sup-
port the concept of a fair day's pay for an
honest day's work.

Increased support for job development and
public service employment instead of im-
poundments and freezes on such programs,
with the added assurance that welfare recip-
ients and the chronically poor be represented
in fair proportion to their numbers.

Provision of child care programs that
would include educational and nutritional
components rather than being custodial
warehousing of the precious children of
working mothers.

This Administration's overriding philos-
ophy has been a harkening back to those
mythical good old days when every man,
woman, and child was tied to the work ethic
and when jobs in a developing nation were
available to every person who needed to
make a living except those who, because of
race and class discrimination, were denied
this basic means of survival.

The inheritors of that caste system are
with us today and are still being denied the
right to earn a living with dignity and self-
respect. They want that right. They need
that right. They must have that right with
all the privileges that go with it.

HousnsG
(Congressman PaSBEN J. MrrcHELL)

Over the past four years of the Nixon
Administration, we have witnessed a deteri-
oration of our cities across the country. This
deterioration continues despite that handful
of local housing authority heads in each city
who are doing their best to provide decent
housing for all. It continues despite a ple-
thora of programs and endless reiterations of
high-minded goals. For millions of ill-housed
Americans, the very real fact is that the
Federal government has barely constructed
more housing than it has demolished.

Accompanying this deterioration has been
a calculated retreat by the Executive Branch
from its legislated responsibility to house our
nation's citizens. This responsibility is clearly
spelled out in the Housing Act of 1937, which
committed the government to a policy of uti-
lizing its funds and credit to assist the States
and localities in providing decent housing
for low-income families. The responbility was
formalized with the enactment of the Hous-
ing Act of 1949, which quite clearly, called
for "the realization as soon as feasible of
the goal of a decent home and a suitable liv-
ing environment for every American." Finally,
in the Housing Act of 1968, the Congress set
forth the goal of some 26 million housing
units to be built by 1978. Six million of those
housing units were to be for low and mod-
erate income families. This federal respon-
sibility has been reaffirmed by the Congress
in each of the four Nixon years.

As the second term of the Nixon Adminis-
tration begins, conventional starts have been
well ahead of schedule. But the subsidy pro-
grams-those that create housing for the
poor-have been beset with problems from

scandal-ridden FHA programs to fiscal aban-
donment by HUD. Rather than reform the
programs or present realistic alternatives, the
Administration imperiously cuts off housing
for the poor.

This drastic action follows on decades of
Federal housing assistance to the well-to-do.
FHA, through low-interest rates on guaran-
teed loans, stimulated the growth of Amer-
ica's suburbs after World War II. In the 25
years following its birth, it insured more
than $81 billion in residential mortgages
for 7 and a half million middle income fam-
ilies. During that time, however, the agency
actively discriminated against Blacks and
other minorities by discouraging investment
in racially mixed areas. By extending full
credit for developments outside of the city
limits and by refusing to offer even con-
servative credit to builders and buyers in
the city, FHA successfully closed off the
suburbs to Blacks and simultaneously con-
tributed to the decline of the inner city. In
1968, the Congress paved the way for FHA's
entry into the inner city by deleting the
economic soundness stipulation for mortgage
insurance and substituting "acceptable risk"
for families that lived in older, declining
neighborhoods. Though the Federal intent
was to provide more housing for the low and
moderate income families, the result has
been the victimization of many by specula-
tive builders and investors aided by unscru-
pulous FHA employees who looked the other
way. Leaky basements, poor plumbing, in-
ferior wiring and inadequate insulation are
just a few of the problems that have con-
fronted new subsidized homeowners.

The fiscal abandonment by HUD comes at
a time when capital and operating costs are
at all-time highs as a result of inflation. The
Congress, on its part, has been emphatic in
its commitment to solving this housing crisis.
It enacted the Housing and Urban Develop-
ment Act of 1969 that contained the Brooke
Amendment forbidding local housing author-
ities to charge tenants rent in excess of 25%
of their adjusted incomes. By the same
statute, it increased HUD's contract author-
ity by $75 million to cover the costs in-
curred. In 1970 and again In 1971, it amended
the terms of the Brooke Amendment, further
reducing the rent burden upon low-income
families by defining more stringently the in-
come base against which the 25% stipulation
was to be computed, and extending the cov-
erage of the provision to include welfare
tenants not covered in the original legis-
lation.

The Administration's response to this
affirmative action by the Congress has been
thorough disregard. Not until fiscal year
71-72 did HUD pay general operating sub-
sidies to local authorities, and even then,
the Department refused to obligate itself
except on a year to year basis. This past year,
with a HUD projection of $325.4 million
needed to cover deficits and provide adequate
services, it sought only $170 million. The
President said that he lacked contract
authority for the additional funds. Congress
gave him that authority in the sum of $150
million more than he sought. But as the year
ended, these desperately needed funds still
had not been released by the President.

Again, during the period ending June 30,
1972, this Administration released funds
totaling $200 million less than Congress ap-
propriated for Housing production. This
impoundment meant that 144,500 units less
of subsidized housing than the President
guaranteed the Congress at budget time was
produced.

HUD's administrative regulations have
been equally discouraging. One regulation
declared that local authorities could evict or
bar mothers with out-of-wedlock children,
despite a Supreme Court ruling to the con-
trary. Another announced that no more units
of public housing could be built unless op-
erating expenses could be held down to 85%
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of rental income. This gave preference to the
high-income poor. Still another declared
that tenants would have to earn enough so
as not to spend more than 35% of their in-
come on rents to be eligible for admission
into moderate income projects, under Sec-
tion 236 housing.

The result of these calculated measures
has been to leave those who are unable to
pay increased rents at the mercy of the
private housing market, in which decent
housing for low-income families is virtually
non-existent.

The picture is quite clear then. The re-
cently announced moratorium on assisted
housing is no more than the culmination of
a well laid plan by the Executive Branch
to disregard the actions of the Congress and
to completely emasculate the statutory
rights of millions of Americans.

That it comes at a time when housing
experts across the country are calling for a
tripling of our efforts in subsidized housing
is completely understood by the President.
He knows that millions of poor people will
remain ill-housed and at the mercy of un-
scrupulous landlords as a result of his
actions.

In short, the moratorium is no mistake.
There is no misunderstanding. This is Phase
I of the Administration plan for complete
withdrawal from the field of Housing. These
callous actions that ignore the will of Con-
gress and eschew a basic need and right of
a massive number of this country's citizens
must be stopped.

Local Housing Authorities across the
country have been forced to take this Ad-
ministration into court in order to gain the
release of the impounded funds so vitally
necessary for their survival. Tenant associ-
ations in all of our major cities are gearing
up for a protracted struggle. But we in Con-
gress must also do our part.

We strongly urge the President to take the
following steps:

1. The immediate release of all impounded
funds for housing programs.

2. If the President is insistent about the
moratorium, the Caucus recommends that
he extend coverage of the moratorium to all
phases of Federal housing; not just that
for the poor. At issue here is whether this
country becomes one that builds houses
primarily for shelter or rather one that
builds houses primarily for profit.

Additionally, we strongly urge that the
Congress take the following steps:

1. With emphasis being placed on Tax
Reform in this session, the Congressional
Black Caucus calls again for tax legislation
to provide for broadening favorable treat-
ment of investment in new and rehabilitated
housing to provide identical preference to
investment in inner city real property de-
velopment, sponsored or substantially owned
by a community development corporation
or other organization of minority or low-
income citizens.

2. Finally, we again call for $1 billion a
year through large scale housing allowance
program to go directly to families. This will
give them some choice in housing. Subsidies
for new housing would still be necessary
though, to make up for the continuing short-
age of units.

It is only through such measures as these
that we, in the Congress, can avert for Amer-
ica the disaster to which it is headed.

Ararca
(Congressman CA snEs C. DIGGs, Jr.)

While the Congressional Black Caucus and
President Nixon agree that the "two awesome
problems" still facing Africa are the quest
for modernization and the attainment of
majority rule in Southern Africa," our views
on the means of resolving those problems
are diametrically opposed.

The Caucus finds that the President's con-

cept of "progress" in this area, as in many
others, is far from realistic.

President Nixon has failed to act posi-
tively on our recommendations of May 1971.
Africa has not been given priority in foreign
affairs. Far less than 1% of the United States
gross national product has been allocated to
foreign assistance in the developing coun-
tries. A special representative Task Force to
provide a comprehensive review of U.S. policy
has not been created. The White House
rejected our recommendation to withdraw
South Africa's sugar quota. This government
has not joined the Council of Namibia. While
we welcome the appointment of a Black For-
eign Service Officer to the American Embassy
in South Africa, and note the Administra-
tion's intention to encourage private enter-
prise in Sub-Saharan Africa, we remind
the Administration that its interest in sup-
porting the majority ruled states of Southern
Africa must include Zambia as well as Le-
sotho, Botswana and Swaziland.

Since the May 1971 Black Caucus Report
to the Nation, there has been a definite trend
in United States policy toward more support
of repressive minority governments in South-
ern Africa and the intensification of economic
policies that create hardships for the econ-
omies of Black African nations.

Despite a United Nation's decision that the
least developed countries-and Africa con-
tains 16 of the 25 least developed nations-
should be given priority in foreign assistance,
the Nixon Administration has decreased the
proportion of foreign aid to developing coun-
tries since 1971. American aid to Africa de-
clined from 8.4% of'its total foreign assist-
ance to less developed countries in 1971, to
7.9% in 1972 and will probably' amount to
6.8% in 1973.

Recent revaluation of major currencies,
one result of President Nixon's New Economic
Program, crippled foreign trade, and mone-
tary reserves and Increased external debts
of African and other developing states.

The Nixon Administration has refused to
endorse an international commodity agree-
ment for cocoa sought by primarily African
countries and is threatening not to renew
the international coffee trade agreement to
which a number of African nations are a
party.

The U.S. lags behind the more progressive
policy of the European Economic Community
is granting general trade preferences to Afri-
can and other developing countries.

The Nixon Administration has withheld its
support from a proposal to further link in-
ternational finance and credit mechanisms
to development needs. Such a link would
Immeasurably assist African and other devel-
oping countries to better handle trade fluc-
tuations caused by price changes in indus-
trial countries. This approach would also
help to halt the deterioration in terms of
trade for critical items.

As President Nixon designs new trade and
international monetary policies, proper con-
sideration should be given to the internal
economic needs of less-developed countries.
We must avoid at all costs the entrenchment
of a world stratification system which con-
sists of a few rich white nations and a mas-
sive majority of poor nations of non-white
peoples.

If the Nixon Administration's economic
policy toward Africa and the rest of the
developing world has been deplorable, its
posture toward Southern Africa has been
nothing short of criminal.

In dealing with Portuguese administered
territories:

The satanic assassination of Amilcar Ca-
bral in Conakry last Saturday serves only to
dramatize the gravity of the situation in the
Portuguese administered territories of
Africa. This leader of the PAIGC, slain like
Patrice Lumumba and Eduardo Mondlane in
a struggle against European colonial domina-

tion, was about.to proclaim the independ-
ance of Guinea Bissau and Cape Verde.

In Mozamoique, the effectiveness of the
FRELIMO forces has been so successful in
the Tete Province of that country, that
Rhodesia and South Africa have felt con-
strained to assist Portugal's defense of Mo-
zambique.

The President bypassed the Senate to sign
an executive agreement on the Azores mili-
tary base in December 1971. By adding a
nearly $434 million aid package, he marked-
ly improved Portugal's capacity to wage war.

The President has failed to control the
sale of defoliants to Portugal. These chem-
icals are being used to denude the land in
Angola, Mozambique and Guinea Bissau.

The Administration has relaxed the em-
bargo on arms and military equipment to
Portugal, allowing certain aircraft, such as
helicopters and troop transports, to be ex-
ported to the Lisbon regime.

The Nixon Administration voted against a
resolution in the last U.N. General Assembly
session which declared that liberation move-
ments in territories in Africa under Portu-
gueses administration were authentic rep-
resentatives of the people there.

Concerning Rhodesia:
As early as September 1970 the Nixon Ad-

ministration ignored international economic
sanctions to permit importation of 150,000
tons of Rhodesian chrome. A year later the
White House failed to exert the necessary
pressure to block the passage of the Byrd
Amendment which permits importation of
strategic materials from the Rhodesian rebel
colony in violation of United Nations Char-
ter obligations. Even after the African people
of Rhodesia dramatically demonstrated their
opposition last January to the Heath-Smith
accord, the President did virtually nothing
to encourage rescinding the Byrd Amend-
ment. We now see that Rhodesia has imposed
economic sanctions against Zambia, causing
a new threat to international peace and
security.

The Nixon Administration appeared to
give its approval to this action. Only two
months before, the former chairman of the
Committee to Re-elect the President, pre-
dicted over Rhodesian television on Novem-
ber 27th, a "change" in United States policy
"sooner than anyone realized."

Since the passage of the Byrd Amendment,
over 25 ships carrying Rhodesian contra-
band-particularly chromium ore, ferro-
chrome, nickel and nickel cathodes-have
entered the U.S.

This President continues to permit the
Rhodesian Information Office, which tends
to function as an unofficial Embassy, to
operate in Washington, D.C. In contrast, the
Rhodesian Information Office located in Aus-
tralia was ordered closed recently by Prime
Minister Whitlam. Turning to South Africa:

While there has been a total failure of the
"dialogue with South Africa" policy among
African states, the Nixon Alministration
still pursues a policy of communication and
increased contact with the Preto-ia regime.

The White House supported renewal of the
South African sugar quota. In dealing with
Namibia:

The Nixon Administration still allows tax
credits to U.S. corporations doing business
in Namibia for taxes paid to the illegal South
African administering authority. Further, it
has taken no concrete action to implement
its oral decision in 1967 to discourage new
U.S. investment in Namibia.

The Nixon Administration continues to
protect American business in Namibia vis-a-
vis the illegal administering authority.

We specifically urge the Nixon Administra-
tion to:

Take concerted action to improve hiring
policies to insure that blacks are represented
in the foreign service, world wide at all
levels, in all career specialities.
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Enforce arms embargoes against South

Africa and Portugal especially for aircraft
and other military transport equipment and
weapons. - "

Adopt a policy of majority rule for South
Africa and disavow the "Separate Develop-
nient" policy.

End nuclear cooperation with South
Africa.
:;Terminate all military aid to Portugal un-

der NATO untli•t grants_ self-determination
to its African territories. . -

Cancel the executive agreement with Por-
tugal on the Azores military base.

Vigorously support U.N. sanctions against
Southern Rhodesia and end all dealing with
the illegal Smith regime.

.Join the United Nations Council on
Namibia and seek ways to implement U.N.
resolutions and the World Court opinion con-
cerning Sotth : African withdrawal from
Namibia.

Provide substantial.bilateral aid to Zambia
consistent with U.S. stated support for ma-
jority ruled countries of Southern Africa.

Render all necessary assistance to Zambia
following Rhodesia's closing of their mutual
border to assure importation and exportation
of products required to maintain economic
stability. :
. Grant priority to African countries in the
allocation -of U.S. foreign economic assist-
ance. " .' ' -
-.Act forcefully to bring about the demone-
tization of gold.

Support an international commodity agree-
ment for cocoa and renew the international
coffee trade agreement when it lapses this
September.

Work actively to obtain a multinational
accord on-increasing the allocation of Inter-
national Monetary Fund Special Drawing
Rights to the developing countries and link-
ing SDR's to development in those countries.

Make a substantial contribution- to the
Special Fund of the African Development
Bank.
SEstablish a special Task Force composed of
a-broadly representative policy group to
provide comprehensive review policies affect-
ing Africa.: --

Maintain the moratorium on U.S. ship
visits and shore leave in South Africa until
apartheid'is ended.

Reject the application of South African
Airways for a new air route to the U.S.

THE DISTRICT OF COLUMaIA
S(Congressman WALTER E. FAUVNTOY)

As this nation approaches celebrations of
its bicentennial anniversary, the people of
the District of Columbia approach a centen-
nial observance. Tragically, this centennial
cannot be called a celebration. Indeed this
centennial, unfortunately, -is an. infamous
one. 1973 marks the 99th anniversary of the
District of Columbia's being stripped of its
right to govern itself. 1974 is the 100th year
of bondage.

Much has happened, these past hundred
years. In 1874, the ,Congress removed the
right of the District of Columbia to elect
its local officials and:to have a meaningful
voice in local affairs. In a real sense, the
District of Columbia was among the first
c6lonies. At the end of the 19th Century,
this nation found its "manifest destiny" and
reached out for colonies the world over-
Hawaii;.the Philippines, and Cuba. In the
past 100 .years, .these all were governed in
one manner or another as a colony-of the
United States. History and the pressure of
events has caused . each to be freed from
colonial domifnation. Only one real colony re-
mains. The District of Columbia is truly the
last' colony.

SPeople in the District of Columbia have no
Vote in the Congress. They have no right to
elect local officials directly responsible to
them.

They pay taxes and pay the overwhelm-
ing share of the cost of running local gov-
ernment, but they have no right to determine
what those taxes are or determining how
their tax money shall be spent. For these
hundred years, the Congress of the United
States has acted as the City Council and the
state legislature for the District of Columbia.
No man, no matter how good his motiva-
tion or strong his ideals, can know what is
right for the people of the city unless he is
accountable to those people.

While the bicentennial celebration-is in-
evitable, we in the 93rd Congress, and par-
ticularly Blacks in the 93rd Congress, will
have an unparalleled opportunity to make
certain that the District's infamous centen-
nial does not come to pass. With the Dis-
trict's 71% Black population, Blacks across
this country will view Congressional action
on this question as a test of whether Con-
gress will deal with the problems of Blacks
generally in a fair and just fashion. We
have an opportunity to give the people of
the District of Columbia what is justly
theirs-the right to govern themselves, thus
bringing 99 years of bondage to an end. This
is our challenge.

The task is not simple. The path is not
free of obstruction. Both Congress and the
President have a major role in making this
dream come to pass. First, the framework for
self-determination must be laid. The Nel-
sen Commission has made a number of rec-
ommendations for the shaping of the present
District Government into an efficient ma-
chine for -delivery of government serv-
ices. We know that the Committee on the
District of Columbia under its new leader-
ship will bring forth an implementation of
these recommendations. As the Nelsen Com-
mission itself indicated, however, the im-
plementation of its recommendations can-
not serve as a substitute for the granting
of self-determination to the people of the
District of Columbia. At the same time that
the foundation for efficient and responsive
government is being set, the Congress must
move forward to find a form of self-govern-
ment that reflects the best information and
expertise that can be used to fashion self-
rule for the people of the District. We are
confident that this can be done. This Con-
gress can also give the people of the Dis-
trict of Columbia voting representation in
both the House of Representatives and the
Senate.

Congress has its responsibility, and the
President also must act. The White House
has been strangely silent in the past 18
months about its attitude toward self-rule
for the people of the District. It has been
unwilling to use its influence to shape a
constructive approach to the problem. All
we have seen is silence and indifference.
Even at the time in the last session of Con-
gress when home rule legislation may have
been within grasp, the President did nothing
and provided no help.

Self-rule for the District of Columbia is
not a Republican issue nor a Democratic
issue. It is not even strictly a Black issue.
The denial of self-determination for the peo-
ple of the District is an issue of democracy,
central to whether this nation can be per-
ceived to be truly free. As long as the Dis-
trict of Columbia is denied its just rights
under a democracy, an indelible stain is
spread across the pages of this nation's polit-
ical history.

EMPLOYMENT AND THE ECONOMY
(Congressman AUGUSTUS F. HAWKNs)

The Nixon Administration has greeted re-
cent signs of recovery from its 1970-71 re-
cession as "good news" justifying program
retrenchment, widespread cutbacks in fed-
eral spending, and continuation of economic
policies that "feed the fat and starve the
lean."

While real growth of the 1972 Gross Na-

tional Product averaged 6.5 percent, inflation
was 3.0 percent. The growth rate exceeded
averages for the post World War II years only
because such advance is normal in years of
recovery from deep recessions. But figures
such as these are not realistic gauges of eco-
nomic growth.

Administration claims of high employment
and a decreasing unemployment rate for 1972
must not be judged by the "official" figures,
but by examining the actual situation in
which millions of American citizens live: in
poverty, with margional employment, insecu-
rity, and alienation.

The Nixon Administration is, in fact, fail-
ing, through statistical misrepresentation, to
count an estimated 20 million persons who
are able and willing to work but who for
various reasons are not covered under the
Labor Department definition of Job seekers.

Some, for example, stop looking for jobs
that don't exist and are never counted in the
BLS work force and unemployment statistics.
In addition to these discouraged workers,
there are other categories of the uncounted
unemployed and underemployed. They in-
clude those who are involuntarily working
part-time; the "hidden unemployed"-
housewives, welfare recipients, older persons,
etc.; and those, who, for legitimate but tem-
porary personal reasons, are not seeking
work. Taken together, they reach a true fig-
ure of not 4.3 million, but over 20 million
uncounted unemployed. Even this number
does not include the thousands of under-
employed persons who work full time but
do not earn enough to support themselves
and their families. (The current minimum
wage, $1.60 per hour, paid to a person work-
ing a 40-hour week amounts to a yearly in-
come of $3,328.)

Because the Administration continues to
exclude these persons from its statistics, we
are presented with the illusion of relative
employment prosperity. Moynlhan's benign
neglect has become malignant disregard of
millions of people without jobs. One of the
numerous negative results of this under-re-
porting is that it allows the President to cut
the funding of some job and job-training
programs, and to abolish others entirely. In
addition, the lack of public awareness of
the extent of the problem prevents public
demand for remedial action. Thus, severe
unemployment continues-leading to in-
creased welfare rolls, the dismembering of
families, hostility between ethnic groups vie-
ing for the same jobs or programs, and, of
course, more crime.

We believe that the Nixon Administration
must be willing to commit itself to guaran-
teeing full productivity and full use of our
human resources through a vigorous pro-
gram of public service jobs and sensitive and
relevant economic and fiscal policies condu-
cive to the highest levels of employment by
private enterprise.

Having failed to acknowledge the true
number of unemployed persons and thus to
take appropriate measures to see that nec-
essary jobs were available, this Administra-
tion has cost America billions of dollars.

A recent Joint Economic Committee study
indicates that some $12 to $15 billion of
federal tax revenue is lost for every one
percent of unemployment. State and local
governments likewise lose several times more
in revenues than they obtain from so-called
revenue sharing. Another study has stated
that on an annual basis, about $7.8 billion
of GNP alone is lost due to underemploy-
ment and unemployment of minorities.

We think these figures demonstrate quite
well the magnitude of the problem of un-
employment and its far-reaching effect on
our total economy. Although not all persons
included in unemployment categories can be
expected to work, we do have a clear indi-
cation of the gross under-utilization of hu-
man resources.

We contend that this historic waste of
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human resources as expressed in high mi-
nority group unemployment rates is bad
enough to permit it to continue in the future
would be to compound inhuman and un-
economic fallacy. Surely the American econ-
omy is sufficiently mature and rich enough
to make jobs available to everyone who wants
to work.

We refute the cynical theory that lower-
ing the unemployment rate would neces-
sarily lead to inflation. Essentially, we see
the Administration's current economic pol-
icy as saying that lowering the unemploy-
ment rate has a direct and negative effect
on inflation. Therefore, Administration econ-
omists claim, if the unemployment rate goes
down, inflation necessarily has to go up. And,
it becomes increasingly clear that the Ad-
ministration is more than willing to trade
off millions of workers to stop inflation.

In the first place, the economy is entirely
too complex for such simplistic reasoning
that to lower unemployment will lead to
higher inflation. An Administration that
wants to Interject itself into the economy,
can battle inflation through other means-
namely, for example, through monetary poli-
cies. At this stage of our nation's economy,
it is preposterous to see the Gross National
Product increasing at 6.5 percent in one year
and the Chairman of the Council of Eco-
nomic Advisors saying that the "average per-
son" is better off as a result. But we know
that the "average person" has not benefited
this much and we know that the person who
is unemployed is not "average" but does
have an unalienable right to participate in
that 6.5 percent increase in GNP.

Secondly, we detect a cynicism in an Ad-
ministration's policies which want to scrap
social programs-manpower training, educa-
tion, day care-under the guise of reducing
the role of government in the economy while
at the same time they impose controls on
the wages of working people, allow prices
and profits to rise, and even promote guar-
anteed loans to large corporations. Is the
land of opportunity really one where people
can be permitted to be unemployed while
an inefficient "free enterprise" corporation
is saved by the government?

We contend that an Administration that
has an interest in one minority-big busi-
ness-has a moral commitment to another
minority-the unemployed and underem-
ployed minority labor force of this country.

The Congressional Black Caucus in its
statement to the President in 1971 recom-
mended the creation of 1,100,000 public serv-
ice jobs; a comprehensive manpower plan-
ning program that could train the unskilled
for those jobs and for others in the private
sector; basic changes in federal recruitment,
testing, and promotion policies to make them
more equitable; enforcement of the mandate
of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance
to ensure equal employment opportunities
for potential and actual employees of com-
panies with federal contracts; and cease and
desist power for the Equal Employment Op-
portunity Commission.

In 1971 Congress enacted the Emergency
Employment Program to provide temporary
assistance to the unemployed. In order to get
Nixon's approval of the bill, it had to be cut
down to 110,000 jobs, and then the Adminis-
tration allowed it to be rampantly misused
for political and familiar payoffs.

The Office of Federal Contract Compliance
suffers from the lack of authority to enforce
its own guidelines. It has become clear that
the current Administration has neither the
interest nor the desire to see that women and
minority workers have a fair chance to get
jobs with federal contractors. On the con-
trary, the National OPOC Director has been
told to go slow on compliance and has had
his supervisory relationship with the OFCC
Field Representatives taken away.

In regard to testing, the Civil Service Com-
mission has held that the decision of the Su-
preme Court in Duke v. Grggs Power Co.

which says tests must be job-related does not
apply to jobs within the Civil Service Com-
mission itself. And CSC continues to recom-
mend and place potential federal employees
in jobs using the results of tests that are
patent non-job-related and furthermore
have never been-validated.

Finally, of those recommendations to the.
President' here mentioned, the empowering
of the EEOC to bring suit against groups not
in compliance with the Civil Rights Act of
1964 was accomplished in Congress last
March -largely -through the efforts of Mem-
bers of this Caucus. Thus, two years after our
Statement to the President, we find that
only one of the recommendations was car-
ried out-but only against the bitter opposi-
tion of the Administration, and in a weak-
ened form.

Looking at America's continuing economic
prosperity and an always rising GNP, it be-
comes more and more evident that all that
is needed is a genuine commitment from this
Administration to develop and implement a
policy that says to every person able and
willing to work-there is a job for you.

HEALTH
(Congressman RALPH H. METCALFE)

Racism is more than a matter of civil
rights.

In a country with a gross national prod-
uct exceeding $1-trillion, we are unable to
take care of the basic health care needs of
many citizens-especially blacks and other
minorities. Priorities must be reordered so
that a greater proportion of funds are al-
located to meeting human needs and im-
proving the quality of life rather than de-
voting huge amounts to developing weapons
systems and increasing overkill abilities.

Yet, as it relates to the health crisis, the
Nixon Administration pursues an active pol-
icy of health services retrenchment and cut
backs of appropriated funds for health care.

More distressing is the President's failure
to propose a health care plan which would
minimally meet the health needs of all
Americans. Instead, the Administration sends
to Congress a program which amounts to
nothing more than a billion dollar bonanza
for private insurance companies-one which
would add an extra eight percent of total
health care transactions to insurance com-
pany coffers by 1974.

The Nixon response aims to assist the en-
trenched establishment of health care in
America-the insurance companies, hospital
bureaucracies and the private medical pro-
fession. It is just this establishment which
confuses and impedes the development of a
national program of health care for all citi-
zens-and 'such a condition we can all af-
ford to tolerate.

How great is the health crisis?
Among 20 industrial nations in 1967, the

U.S. ranked 14th in infant mortality with
22 deaths per thousand.

Infant death rates are 80% higher for
minority group members than for whites;
35.9 deaths for 1,000 live births for non-
whites as against 19.7 for whites.

The U.S. ranks 11th in maternal mortality,
22nd in life expectancy for men, and eighth
in doctors per capita.

One quarter of all persons with family
incomes under $3,000 have activity-limit-
ing chronic conditions.

Persons in the poorest income categories
are nearly four times more likely to have
an activity-limiting condition as those in
higher income ranks of $10,000 and over.

Those in high income classes are 34
times more likely to have a routine physi-
cal examination and 4% times more likely
to visit a pediatrician or an obstetrician-
gynecologist than persons in lower income
groups.

Although most babies now are delivered
in hospitals, as .many as % to % of the
women who deliver in public hospitals have

had no prenatal care. For a poor woman,
the cost of su•h care may be prohibitive.
and access to a clinic difficult.

The pervasiveness of the agony and tor-
ment generated by the health crisis can be
seen in 'every major. city- in America. The.
reasons are readily apparent. Black physl-i
clans comprise only about 22% of the na-
tion's doctors-a reflection of the history
of discrimination which:runs throughout
the medical care fleld:' And. conditions in
Mexican-American and Puerto. Rican com-
munities may be even worse; as many as
44% of nonwhites have no health insurance
as compared with only 19% of all whites.
'Faced with these distressing conditions,

the Nixon Administration : has taken- an
about-face in expanding, government activi-
ties in the health sector: Prior to enactment
of Medicare and Medicaid in the mid-1960's;
the federal government confined its health
activities primarily .to regulation of drugs
and medical devices and to construction of
hospitals. .Under the Johnson ;Administra-
tion.came establishment of' new and inno-
vative-.programs for health. Laws author-
ized substantial amounts of funds for con-
struction of mental health facilities, medi-
cal schools and public healthY schools. For
the first time, federal money was allocated
for regional. medical programs for heart,
cancer and stroke research. Programs were
established for vaccinations against commu-
nicable diseases and to assist the mentally
retarded.

Such.- programs -as the Comprehensive
Health-Planning and Services Act of _1966
and the Health Manpower Act of 1968 all
received overwhelming bipartisan support in
Congress. Now, the Nixon Administration has
made health care a-subject of controversy.
President Nixon has blocked major congres-
sional'initiatives: He vetoed:

The Hill-Burton Medical Facilities Con-
struction and Modernization Amendments in
1969 after it unanimously passed the House.

A measure to increase the supply of fam-
ily doctors, after it was approved by Con-
gress with only two dissenting votes; Nix-
on waited until Congress adjourned for
Christmas to utilize a pocket-veto and thus
avoid an almost certain over-ride.

Appropriations-for.the-Departments of La-
bor and Health, Education and Welfare to.
taling millions of dollars slated for health
programs. Since the President has not sent
Congress any meaningful proposal for na-
tional health care insurance -and since he
has backtracked on- his support for health
maintenance organizations, these vetoes are
irresponsible.

On rank-and-file health programs author-
ized under the Public Health Service Act, the
Nixon Administration either has no view
or recommends, against any extension. For
example, during hearings on the "Emergency
Health Personnel Act Amendments" last
year, the Administratio4 portrayed charac-
teristic negativeness. A' spokesman acknowl-
edged there was a need to get doctors into
scarcity areas and that this was a specific
Nixon objective. However, the spokesman
urged that the legislative authority to do so
not be extended, pending review-a contra-
diction in positions at best.

Since' Congress has not acted on anySviable
proposal to obtain better health for all citi-
zens, the "buck" stops here. We must realize
there are no easy answers and' that no single
program is going to work for all the people.
There must be a continuing effort-which no
doubt will include national health insuran6e;
Enormous costs of such a program necessitate'
a closerl.ook. at how services 'are delivered.
And, because health problems are so inter-'
laced with, social and economic .hardships,
Congress must design a health care package.
which adequately meets the needs and aspira-
tions of poor and' minoritygroups. Finally,
we must deal with the entrenched and highly
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active health providers who oppose needed
changes.

We can achieve better health care for all
citizens. The President must reorder priori-
ties to end the disgrace which exists in the
health care field today.

MINORrrY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
(Congressman PARREN J. MITCHELL)

Historically, the struggle of Black Ameri-
cans and other minorities for inclusion in the
mainstream of American life has been pre-
occupied with obtaining and seeking en-
forcement of civil rights and other constitu-

'tlonal guarantees through vigorous afflrma-
tlve action by the federal government. It
was a preoccupation that I feel was necessary
and vital for Black survival.

However, the tenor of our struggle in re-
cent years has changed. Today, Black Ameri-
cans and other minority groups are actively
and vigorously seeking full participation in
the economic process. The seventies have
brought recognition of the fact that equal
justice and civil rights are linked to eco-
nomic security, and that political empower-
ment must be undergirded by economic em-
powerment.

As a result of this new dimension to our
seemingly never-ending endeavors to achieve
full participation in the American system,
various inadequately funded government
programs have sprang up purporting to ad-
dress themselves to our economic plight.
Despite this Administration's stated com-
mitment to minority owned business as a
first line effort to address Black needs, per-
formance has fallen far short of the promise.
While the Office of Minority Business Enter-
prise has moved from a powerless public re-
lations office to achievement of some visible
progress, the overall performance of the Ad-
ministration has tended more toward rhetoric
than reality.

In 1969, the Department of Commerce con-
ducted a census of minority business which
showed all too clearly where minority busi-
ness stood in the American economic sys-
tem. The minority Business Census Report
revealed that approximately 322,000 minority
business enterprises (representing only 4%
of the total number of all enterprises), had
total receipts of $10.6 billion, and accounted
for a mere .7% of the receipts reported by all
U.S. firms, even though minorities-Blacks,
Indians, Eskimos, Puerto Ricans, Mexican-
Americans, Cuban-Americans and others-
constituted 20.89% of the total population,
as of the 1970 census. At last, the extent to
which minorities was excluded from the
American marketplace was known. This re-
port only bore out what many Black Ameri-
cans and other minorities had suspected all
along.

Supposedly in response to this situation,
a March, 1969, Executive Order created the
Office of Minority Business Enterprise
(OMBE), to serve as the coordinator of all
federal efforts to enhance minority enter-
prise. Although OMBE's credibility in the
minority business community has risen con-
siderably since the days of its beginning,
there is an inadequate commitment of funds
to underwrite vastly expanded loans from
the private sector through OMBE.

As a result of this modicum of success, it
appears that the Administration is going to
put most of its minority enterprise emphasis
in OMBE. But this position is looked upon
cautiously by minority entrepreneurs and
businessmen, and with good reason. Many
minority businessmen, who generally are
delighted with OMBE's new face-lift, express
caution and concern about OMBE's future
and Indeed the entire government minority
enterprise program.

Many Black business leaders see important
gaps in OMBE's program still, and a "need
for substantially more funds if OMBE is
going to make a dent in the minority enter-
prise problem".

Moreover, technical assistance and train-
ing alone are not enough. Other facets of the
total minority enterprise program seem less
promising and less well supported than the
OMBE program. For instance, although the
Small Business Administration (SBA) has in-
creased its loans, guarantees, and other forms
of credit support from $107.1 million in FY
1969 to $297.5 million in FY 1972, of the total
loans and grants made to all small busi-
nesses, the percentage going to minority busi-
nesses has actually declined over the past
two fiscal years.

The Office of Economic Opportunity's Title
I-D Special Impact Program (now Title VII
under the most recent OEO legislation),
which venture capital as well as technical as-
sistance and support funds to Community
Development Corporations, buttressing their
efforts to lessen the impact of unemployment
and underemployment in urban and rural
poverty communities, have decreased grants
from 31,241,000 in Fiscal Year 1970 to 24,000,-
000 in Fiscal Year 1972.

It is this kind of backsliding in minority
programs that has caused many Black Ameri-
cans to be apprehensive about the future of
minority enterprise programs, for there is no
indication that these declining allocations
will be reversed nor will they be ploughed
into OMBE programs to cover these slip-
pages from other agencies.

By far the most highly touted program
instituted early in the Nixon Administration
was the Minority Enterprise Small Business
Investment Companies Program. Established
in November, 1969, the MESBIC Program was
to specialize in providing loan-term venture
capital to minority businesses. Since very
little federal money is available for equity
investment, the private-sector was looked
upon to furnish the needed equity capital.
The MESBIC concept was to be the vehicle
to lure this private sector equity capital.

Despite high expectations voiced by then
Secretary of Commerce Maurice Stans in
1969, MESBICS have been put on the back
burner of the Administration's list of prior-
ities. Three years after the program was
launched, it is only half-way toward the goal
of 100 investment companies set for July,
1970. The FY 1972 Progress Report on minor-
ity enterprise programs proudly points out
that the 51 licensed MESBICS have a total
private capitalization of $17.5 million. This,
however, is a far cry from the 100 MESBICS
with private capital of $225 million envi-
sioned by the Nixon Administration.

Moreover, of the $36 million MESBICS are
eligible to borrow from SEA for reinvestment,
only $6 million has been actually received
from SEA. The 1972 Fiscal Year Progress
Report also beams with pride that 442 fi-
nancings were made by MESBICS by the end
of 1972, using $7.6 million of MESBIC capital
to generate $35.9 million for the same port-
folio companies in additional investments
and SBA guaranteed bank loans. When
viewed against the enormous capitalization
disadvantaged businessmen need if they are
to have more than a miscroscopic share of
America's business, the MESBIC achievement
is hardly impressive. Despite recent legis-
lation to improve MESBIC operations, the
program still suffers from lack of administra-
tive support funds, too much emphasis on
Mom and Pop store-type businesses and
undercapitalization.

It has been stated over and over again
that the real growth of minority enterprise
will come only when the private sector is
made to recognize that investing in minority
business is good business. But the private
sector has at best, put only a minimum
amount of capital into minority businesses,
at worst they have adhered to an attitude
of diffidence toward minority enterprise.

Although Federal procurement has shown
a substantial percentage increase in recent
years, the total of $393.9 million for FY 1972
(inclusive of $151.6 million of 8(a) procure-
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ment) still represents less than .4 of 1% of
all Federal procurement.

The Congressional Black Caucus was not
impressed then, and it is not impressed now.
It is true that increases have been made in
Federal procurement but present levels are
still only a drop in the bucket of this multi-
billion dollar business.

In our original 61 recommendations to the
President in March, 1971, we recommended
that "in addition to Increased federal sup-
port and employment of direct set-aside
programs for all procurement, that he sup-
port the enactment of legislation requiring
that contractors working on federally-
assisted and financed projects set-aside a
specified percentage of their subcontract
work for minority firms."

Again we submit the above recommenda-
tion to the President as well as to the Con-
gress, for the recalcitrance of major con-
tractors has denied minorities access to their
fair share of the government procurement
market. By his own admission, Mr. Thomas
Kleppe, Administrator of the Small Business
Administration, stated that there is major
resistance from middle management, in both
government and the private sector, toward
minorities obtaining a piece of the Federal
procurement action in particular, and eco-
nomic parity in general.

In addition to increased federal financial
support, new and innovative programs and
legislation are essential. For instance, one
such piece of legislation was introduced In
the Senate in the last session of Congress.
This bill proposes to guarantee equity in-
vestments in minority businesses by private
investors. This is the kind of legislation that
should be seriously and actively discussed,
analyzed, and pursued by both the Congress
and the Administration.

We urge the President to continue to fund
Community Development Corporations
which, as part of OEO, are under adminis-
tration attack. Despite inadequate funding,
CDC's have contributed significantly in the
creation of jobs, increased community in-
come, and expanded minority ownership op-
portunities. Support should also be continued
for the highly innovative and promising
demonstration programs of the Opportunity
Funding Corporation.

The Congressional Black Caucus also con-
tinues to urge the creation of a major fed-
erally-financed guarantee organization to
insure securities and obligations of CDC's.

To seriously address the continuing prob-
lem of scarcity of risk capital for minority
enterprise, an independent publicly-funded
development bank should be organized with
an initial appropriation of 1 billion dollars.
This agency should be under the direction of
a board with broadly representative minority
membership.

As far back as 20 years ago, the federal
government recognized the need to under-
gird U.S. corporate investments overseas.
Over the last 20 years the State Department,
and more recently, additional governmental
mechanisms, have written some $7 billion
of insurance and guaranteed loans totaling
$160 million for major U.S. corporations.

Our minority business development effort,
deserves and needs the same type of govern-
ment consideration before the present down-
ward trend can be corrected. The Congres-
sional Black Caucus urge the President and
our Congressional colleagues to meet the
real needs in minority enterprise. We must
provide the true resources needed to estab-
lish a development bank for minority enter-
prise.

Even were the President and Congress to
implement every recommendation in this
report immediately, it would not be enough
to lift Black and other minority Americans
to anything approximating economic equal-
ity during the life time of anyone now alive.
For historically Black, Brown and Red Amer-
icans are the only Americans who have never
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benefitted from preferential economic treat-
ment by the federal government. Enslaved
Blacks, embattled Indians and economically
enshackled Chicanos were in poor position to
capitalize on the Preemption and Homestead
Acts, so that the vast majority of the 1.6
million families who acquired western home-
steads were white Americans, many of them
recent immigrants. Having been excluded as
landholders, minority Americans were in
poor position to benefit from the expansion
of agricultural credit in the first third of
this century. Even less were they in position
to take advantage of what DuBois has de-
scribed as "the widespread custom" during
the Industrial Revolution of "public invest-
ment for private profit." When federal, state
and local governments paid three-fifths of
the cost of the railroads and handed them
over to individuals and corporations, no
Black man profited or gained a piece of
ownership.

Thus it is no accident that Blacks are
today among the most propertyless of all
Americans, excluded from the mainstream of
the American economy-not by their own
indolence or lack of entrepreneurial instinct,
but by the fact of slavery and its aftermath,
which placed them on the sidelines when
the great national giveaways were occurring.
Only, then, by a massive program to bring
large numbers of these propertyless people
into the ownership class can America hope
to convert them from opponents of the eco-
nomic and political system which now ex-
cludes them to supporters of the system.
This goal cannot be achieved cheaply. It
cannot be achieved by awarding a few fran-
chises, establishing a few hundred small
businesses-or even creating a few Black
millionaires. Achievement of this goal means
that minority Americans must be given pref-
erential access to investment capital, and
preferential access to sheltered markets.
Therefore, the Congressional Black Caucus
calls once more on the President, the Con-
gress and the nation to initiate a truly
effective minority economic development
program.

CRIME AND NARCOTICS ADDICTION
(By Congressman CHARLES B. RANGEL)

President Nixon attempted to give the im-
pression of significant progress in the drug
and crime war by his May 1971 responses to
the recommendations of the Congressional
Black Caucus. But the claims of tremendous
efforts in law enforcement, drug rehabilita-
tion, and education do not begin to paint an
accurate picture.

During the first four years of the Nixon
Administration, we have seen the narcotics
addict population in this nation double in
size; we have watched the spread of heroin
and other harmful drugs to our elementary
school children; we have seen the flow of
illegal heroin into this nation jump from
under 5 tons to around 10 tons; and we have
experienced an increase of 60 percent in the
number of violent crimes committed.

In the area of drug abuse and crime pre-
vention, despite any claims to the contrary,
the real state of the union after four years
of the Nixon Administration is a sorry one
at best.

During the last year of the Johnson Ad-
ministration, 4,500,000 serious crimes were
reported. In 1971, after three years of the
Nixon Administration, 6 million serious
crimes were reported; and this was to have
been a "law and order" administration.

In two of the communities I represent, the
Harlem and East Harlem sections of New
York City, the ever-present crime is inextri-
cably bound to the plague of drug addiction.
As in communities across this nation, be-
tween 50 and 70 percent of crime in these
two communities is drug related.

In fact, the problems of these communi-
ties are but a small sample of the picture
across the country. A recent Gallup poll of

urban residents showed crime in the streets
identified as the most important problem
facing America today. One in three of these
persons had been a victim of crimes against
person or property, with one in five among
all Americans being personally victimized.

An examination of the Harlem section of
New York does present, however, some clear
evidence of what the future holds and what
the present is like for other areas.

According to an extensive survey of the
Harlem community by the Small Business
Chamber of Commerce of New York, 51.2 per-
cent of those interviewed said they had been
victims of criminal assault during 1970. Sixty-
nine percent of those Interviewed blamed
the narcotics addict for the recent increase
of crime in Harlem.

In a study conducted by the New York
State Narcotic Addiction Control Commis-
sion, 11,762 of the 52,479 narcotic arrests in
New York City for 1971, or one in four cases,
occurred in Harlem.

Even more alarming than the stark sta-
tistics on drug addiction and crime is the
effect of these forces on my District and the
rest of the nation. The Fleischmann Com-
mission study of New York's schools and the
roving hearings held by the House Select
Conunmmittee on Crime found evidence that
between 40 and 50 percent of this nation's
high school students have used or are using
some form of mind-altering drug.

Reports from Miami to Seattle tell of 8-
year-olds beginning to experiment with drugs
and cases of heroin addicts who are this
young are not uncommon in areas of high
addiction concentration.

The National Institute of Mental Health
reported that in 1971, for example, there were
18,000 addicts living in a 40-block area in
Central Harlem. Of these, approximately 6,-
000 were between 16 and 21 years of age, and
2,000 were between 7 and 15 years old. There
are an estimated 40,000 addicts in all of
Harlem, about one in every 6 people.

DRUG EDUCATION A FAILURE
In the face of these kinds of staggering

problems, the Nixon Administration launched
a "drug education by horrification" program
which, by the Government's own evaluation,
is doing more harm than good. Particularly
in the area of drug films, the Administra-
tion's use of overly simplistic approaches,
bolstered with twisted or inaccurate misin-
formation has succeeded mainly in convinc-
ing some formerly uninterested youths to try
drugs out of curiosity.

I am sure the nation's pushers are ex-
tremely pleased with the state of the union
when the Federal Government helps them
sell their deadly goods.

U.S. AIDS ASIAN HEROIN TRADE
While this stream of daily death pours into

every corner of our society, this Administra-
tion has seen fit to subsidize, with tax dol-
lars, the Air America Company. This com-
pany, according to Congressional studies, aids
in the transport of heroin from Southeast
Asian poppy fields to nearby refineries. "Air
Heroin", as Air America is sometimes called,
travels its routes of death and destruction
under the supervision of the corrupt gen-
erals and government officials in the totali-
tarian dictatorship of the Thieu regime in
South Vietnam. This is happening at the
same time the Administration has seen fit
to refuse to provide money for adequate
cemeteries to bury the thousands of Ameri-
cans who died so that "democracy" might
flourish in Vietnam.
ORGANIZED CRIME AND CORRUPTION FLOURISH

This is the real state of the union. In ad-
dition, only this year have the nation's crimi-
nal investigation agencies taken their heads
out from under the nineteenth century to
see the corrupting, cancerous criminal in-
fluence exerted by the Mafia and its followers.

The Knapp Commission report and other
studies tell us that the New York City and

other police departments are riddled with the
kind of corruption that only the organized
forces of international crime can generate.
But this Administration's so-called -Depart-
ment of Justice spends its time filng suits to
block the court and Congressionally-ordered
integration of the nation's schools. This too,
is the real state of the union.

ANTI-ADDICTION EFFORT NOT INCLUDED IN
ANNOUNCED "WAR ON CRIME"

The inevitable link between heroin addic-
tion and the criminal justice system neces-
sitates an increased commitment of Federal
funds to permit the criminal justice system
to respond to the special problems presented
by narcotics addiction. In his response to the
recommendations of the Congressional Black
Caucus in 1971, President Nixon stated that
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administra-
tion was providing the impetus for the devel-
opment of new and effective programs to
reduce crime. The record of the nineteen
months which have passed since this Presi-
dential response shows clearly that LEAA has
not addressed the problem of drug-related
crime.

While LEAA funds have been invested in
bigger and better armaments, including
police toys, such as tanks and armored hell-
copters, the severe problems of revolving
door justice for narcotics addicts have gone
largely untouched by LEAA. Narcotics addicts
typically are arrested, let loose on bail and
often are re-arrested before trial on the first
offense because of their continued need to
steal to support their habit. Even if the
addict is tried and convicted, as soon as he is
released he will be back on the street stealing
to. support his habit if nothing is done to
treat his addiction while in jail. Unless the
criminal justice system intervenes to provide
treatment and rehabilitation of the narcotics
addiction at some point in this cycle, nothing
is being done to help the addict or to protect
society from his criminal activity.

TREATMENT METHOD INADEQUATE
The implications for Black and poor com-

munities go far beyond the problems of crime
and fear of criminal activity by narcotic ad-
dicts. The willingness of this Administration
to pour the heroin substitute methadone into
these communities without providing coun-
seling, job training or placement assistance
threatens to permanently narcotize a sig-
nificant portion of the young and poor.

Despite the Administration's mouthings
that drug abuse treatment and prevention is
one of its "top priorities", there is scanty
evidence of an appropriate effort.

How many addicts are presently under
treatment? Although it is difficult to obtain
reliable information In this area, the Spe-
cial Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention
estimates that at the end of October 1972
there were approximately 60,000 narcotics
addicts in treatment and rehabilitation pro-
grams in the United States, with another
30,000 addicts desiring treatment but re-
maining on waiting lists because existing
programs are filled to capacity.

It is estimated by most narcotics treat-
ment experts that half the nation's 560,000
addicts would voluntarily seek treatment if
treatment were available. Thus, although ac-
tual waiting lists may contain only 30,000
names, there are an estimated 190,000 addicts
who would like to obtain treatment for their
addiction but are unable to do so.

That such a large number of sick people
remain untreated in a society which has
more than enough resources to provide ade-
quately for their medical needs would be a
national scandal if these 190,000 addicts were
untreated tuberculosis patients.

Our failure to provide adequate treatment
opportunities for 90 percent of the addict
population is proof of our failure to ade-
quately address the drug abuse problem as
a whole.

The Federal Government bears ultimate
responsibility for every ounce of heroin that
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enters the lifeblood of our society. The opium
poppy cannot be grown in commercial quan-
tity in the United States; it therefore must
be imported through our borders, whose in-
tegrity is the responsibility of the Federal
Government. So long as the Federal Govern-
ment is unwilling to prevent the smuggling
of heroin into the United States, it has the
moral responsibility to alleviate the conse-
quences of its failure by providing for the
care of those who have become addicted to
heroin.

ADMINISTRATION COMMITMENT LACKING
The Administration's fiscal 1973 budget was

a disappointment to those of us who expected
tangible evidence of substantial effort to
meet the national emergency of widespread
drug addiction, as declared by the President's
June 17, 1971 message to the Congress on
the drug problem. This message gave hope
of a substantial new effort against drug
abuse-it called for new approaches to the
rehabilitation of narcotic addicts, and more
coordinated Federal responsibility for the
drug problem and spoke of new initiatives
by law enforcement agencies against drug
pushers and smugglers..

The Administration's fiscal 1973 budget,
however, failed to provide adequate funding
for the commitment announced by the Pres-
ident. Although the budget for drug abuse
programs totaled $365.2 billion, a substantial
increase over previous years, an examination
of this increase showed that most of the
additional funding was scheduled for pro-
grams designed to meet the problem of drue
abuse in the military.

For example, of the $230.2 million budget-
ed for. the treatment and rehabilitation of
narcotic addicts in fiscal 1973, $842 million
was allocated to the Department of Defense
and the Veterans Administration, leaving but
$146 million for-the treatment and rehabili-
tation of civilian narcotic addicts. This $146
million represented only $21 million more
than was allocated for nonmilitary treat-
ment and rehabilitation programs in the fis-
cal 1972 budget, and fell far short of the
amount allocated by New York State alone
for treatment and rehabilitation, which
budgeted $161.5 million for drug abuse
treatment programs during its 1971-72 fs-
cal year.

Thus the massive new Federal treatment
an rehabilitation effort described by the
Administration in the summer of 1971
withered in implementation to a program
that is not even as large as that conducted
by-a single state, the State of New York.

As great as is the need to provide treatment
and rehabilitation services for the returning
addicted Vietnam veterans, the Federal Gov-
ernment cannot pretend to be waging a war
against drug addiction if its increased spend-
ing for the treatment and rehabilitation of
narcotic addicts is. limited to .the addicted
veteran and provides no significant increases
for programs for the treatment and reha-
bilitation of the large and growing civilian
addict population...

There needs to be an, immediate commit-
ment by the Federal Goyernment to provide
treatment and rehabilitation to every nar-
cotics addict in the country who desires it.
beyond this there is the need to provide sup-
portive services such as., sychological coun-
seling, education, and job training for reha-
bilitated addicts so that they, may assume
roles as productive members of society.

STEPS FOR CHANGE'
The critical steps to bringing this about

are:
1. The immediate enforcement of the For-

eign Assistance Act provision I authored
which provides that aid funds should be cut
off when a country does not make every effort
to stop the export of illegal drugs to the
United States.

2. An immediate end to all methadone ad-
diction control programs that do not offer

supportive services, or the addition of these
services to the programs. Also, the prohibi-
tion of heroin maintenance.

3. An all-out Federal crash program to find
an effective non-addictive heroin antagonist.

4. The initiation of a Federal attack on
organized crime at the highest level. The
damage from this source is far greater than
that from seasonal campus radicals or so-
called ghetto revolutionaries. The F.B. and
other agencies should put their efforts where
the danger really exists.

5. At least a three-fold increase in the
capacity of addiction treatment programs, re-
medial education, job training, placement
and counseling services to meet the needs of
our low income communities and the nation
generally.

6. A revision of Law Enforcement Assist-
ance Administration guidelines to mandate
development of programs to combat drug-
related crime.

7. Strict enforcement of drug laws at every
level, with an emphasis on suppliers and
major pushers.

8. A major tightening of our borders to pre-
vent the heavy Influx of illegal drugs.

9. An all-out Federal effort to clean up state
and local law enforcement agencies where
Federal laws are violated. I firmly believe the
sagging confidence in our criminal justice
system can be restored if we determine to
root out corruption.

10. An immediate reform of drug education
programs and drug treatment and rehabilita-
tion programs to include greater input from
members of affected communities and ex-
addicts.

If this Administration. can somehow be
shown in the next four years that this nation
will not survive under its present policies,
these steps can be implemented before the
cancers of crime and drug addiction destroy
us.

EcoNOMY
(Congressman ANDREW YOUNG)

Nixon Administration economic policies
have been disastrous for low income and poor
citizens-especially when we analyze the suf-
fering caused by the inequities of policies
which have led to controls on wages, to soar-
ing prices and to soaring profits.

Those persons fortunate enough to have
jobs as wage earners are the main victims of
Nixon's "New Economic Programs." At the
low end, wages have been held in check, but
prices have not been stabilized. While workers
have produced more goods and services-
raising gross national product by $100-bil-
lion In 1972 alone-the bulk of this increase
shows up in record profit levels which rose
12% in less than a year. The prospect for
1973 looks to be the same.

Blacks, poor people and blue collar workers
will see a lot more of the same from recently
inaugurated administration, because, already
they have been told by their President to
"ask not what the government can do for
you, but ask what you (poor people) can do
for yourself."

We ask: What can the poor and blue collar
worker do for themselves when for nearly 18
months a cruel, callous and repressive eco-
nomic squeeze has been so tightly clamped
about their life lines? Or, is Nixon really say-
ing: "You take care of yourselves and I will
take care of the rich and established."

The poor and working classes will not be
able "to do for themselves" because:

Their jobs are the ones most affected by
Nixon policies. Unemployment in the inner
city-where the nation's poor generally live-
has soared to post-war highs at least double
the national average.

They pay an inordinate amount of their
income for the basics, shelter, food and utili-
ties. Under the Nixon policies, food prices
have risen at the most rapid rate in a decade,
inadequate controls on rents have made the

poor an immediate prey of exploitative land-
lords, and utility rates have skyrocketed.

There have been no attempt to control in-
surance premiums, interest rates, mortgage
rates, land prices, costs of homes, clothing,
used cars, and furniture-key items pur-
chased by low wage earners, welfare recipi-
ents, senior citizens and the poor.

They have no advocates within the Admin-
istration or on the agencies created to admin-
ister the overall economic policies.

And so, the law wage earner, the poor and
aged have felt a rising assault by the privi-
leged classes who are continually exempted
and favored by the Nixon economic programs.

Nixon policies literally spi; on the poor and
working class, stifle and thwart organized
labor and other organizing groups, and block
drives for consumer action programs and
other areas which daily affect the lives of
millions of American citizens.

A first policy for this Congress must be to
make sure that wage and price restrictions
are equally applied. Working people will sup-
port a stabilization program-if it covers
profits, investment earnings, interest rates,
fringe benefits, as well as prices and wages.

But, the overall goal must be to return the
economy to a system which generates growth
and production instead of death and destruc-
tion. In such an economy we will be able to
achieve maximum employment and produc-
tion-along with stable prices-and we will
not need any artificial controls.

We urge that the collection and utilization
of federal revenues be reformed, beginning
with an entirely new system of equitable tax-
ation and expenditures of taxes collected
from the people and as allocated by the Con-
gress.

If Phase III of the Nixon game is to mean
anything to the average American family,
there must be strenuous attempts to equi-
tably regulate prices, interest rates and prof-
its. Compensatory individual tax allowances
of substance will certainly be encouragement
enough for the individual to do something
for himself and his country. But, if Phase III
turns out as did Phase I and II, then there
are catastrophic days ahead, and the greatest
burdens will once again be placed upon the
poor, working poor and blue collar citizen.

Since President Nixon has consistently
shown his economic interests are not with
the poor and working American, it becomes
the responsibility of Congress to provide the
aggressive leadership in rebuilding an econ-
omy of peace and justice.

RaCISM IN THE MILITARY
(Congressman RONALD V. DELLUMS)

The history of racism within the military
dates back as far as there have been minority
members of the armed forces. Yet, it was
only 23 years ago-in 1948-that President
Truman officially abolished segregation In the
military. It took another fifteen years-until
1963-for the Defense Department to issue
an initial directive opposing racial discrimi-
nation and calling for equal opportunity
programs for minority servicemen and their
families. Three years ago, Secretary Laird
issued yet another directive condemning dis-
crimination. Only after that directive did the
military services move to implement pro-
grams and directives of their own dealing
with internal racism.

Following the 1971 Congressional Black
Caucus meeting with President Nixon, the
Defense Department responded by setting up
the Task Force on the Administration of
Military Justice in the Armed Services and
by promoting four blacks to the rank of Gen-
eral. However, we cannot accept these ac-
tions as anything but minimal first steps.

Certainly they have no real impact on the
day-to-day practices which affect each mi-
nority serviceman; the arbitrary decisions,
unfairness and blatant administrative and
judicial practices which render stated policy
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meaningless. Complaints received daily in
Congressional Black Caucus offices from
minority servicemen indicate that existing
Defense Department policies are negated
continually by lower grade commanding
officers and NCO's.

The very existence of these directives has
led many minority servicemen to expect equal
participation in every level of the military.
This has not been the case. For example, al-
though the total proportion of officers to
enlisted men has risen significantly over the
past three years, minority officers are still
drastically under-represented; out of a total
enlisted strength of 1.6 million, blacks now
comprise 249 thousand or over 13%; but
only 7900 men or 2.3% are officers. And mi-
nority servicemen continue to receive the
least desirable job classifications and op-
portunities for advancement.

For black servicemen, justice in the mili-
tary is usually a travesty.

Minority servicemen receive a vastly dis-
proportionate percentage of Article 15
punishments, of pre-trial confinements, and
of less than honorable discharges; thus mak-
ing it more difficult for black servicemen to
obtain jobs and training on return to civilian
life. According to the Pentagon's own recent
Task Force on the Administration of Military
Justice, "... Black servicemen receive Article
15 punishment in greater numbers than their
proportionate number within the armed serv-
ices." Over one-fifth of those men in pre-
trial confinement were black-with the av-
erage length of such confinement 34 days,
over five days longer than the average con-
finement of whites. With only 1% of the
military attorneys available to defend them
being blacks civilian groups have been forced
to organize to see that the minority service-
men receive the counseling and legal help
they require.

In November 1971, the Congressional Black
Caucus held specific hearings on racism in
the military. These hearings brought out that
racism has become institutionalized at all
levels of the military. We saw that this
racism takes many of the same forms as in
civilian life; slow advancement; over-literal
interpretations of the regulations' punish-
ment disproportionately borne by the mi-
nority; the difficulty or even impossibility
of obtaining fringe benefits; subtle and not-
so subtle harassments and many others. This
situation is worse in the military since civil
rights are so difficult to protest in this closed
society and there is so little publicity of the
violations.

What we in the Caucus heard about-and
warned both the Congress and the Pentagon
about--In 1971 exploded last year. Minority
servicemen clearly indicated they would no
longer passively accept the racism which con-
fronted them in the military. They were well
aware of the directives which had been is-
sued; they expected that commanding offi-
cers would heed these directives; time after
time they brought these problems to the
attention of their superiors. And yet, after
investigations were completed, the replies
they received were invariably similar: "You
are not being discriminated against," they
were told.

Whenever violence occurs, the reaction of
the military has been to focus attention on
acts of violence and not on circumstances
which produced this response. The minority
serviceman found himself punished for his
reactions to racism-while no attention was
given to the causes of his discontent.

Yet, the unique feature of the military
which offers the hope of real change is its

Sauthorization reward-punishment mecha-
nism which conditions the survival and the
chances Sor advancement of members of the
military. The Black Caucus accepts these
black servicemen as their constituents and
insists that compliance with equal opportu-
nity policies become an effective part of the
reward-punishment system, even to the ex-

tent of making racial discrimination punish-
able by court martial.

The Congressional Black Caucus believes
that racism in the military must be elimi-
nated-not only because of its debilitating
effect on racial minorities, but also because
racism in the military poses a serious threat
to our national security. Certainly this na-
tion cannot be secure as long as the armed
forces are more concerned with protecting
themselves against their fellow servicemen
than with fighting any external enemy. The
increasing polarization of blacks and whites
in our armed forces is rapidly approaching
the point where the overall effectiveness of
the military as a fighting force will be seri-
ously hampered, if not completely stale-
mated, by its inability to eliminate this in-
ternal racial strife. Therefore, it is obvious
that drastic and far-reaching changes must
be initiated immediately to insure that rac-
ism and discrimination toward all minority
groups in the military is finally eliminated.

Realizing that we can depend less and less
on an insensitive adzbinistration for solu-
tions to these very serious problems, the
Caucus recommends that legislation be en-
acted by Congress in the following areas:

Promotion of the Deputy Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense for Equal Employment to As-
sistant Secretary of Defense for Equal Em-
ployment, so that he will be able to report
directly to the Secretary of Defense.

Amending the UCMJ (Uniform Code of
Military Justice) to make racial discrimina-
tion a court martial offense.

Amending the UCMJ to remove all civilian
crimes and offenses from military control
and returning them to the civilian courts.

Allow non-military personnel to be repre-
sented on court-martial boards and have
selection-at-random from the entire base
population.

Establish more explicit conditions which
would allow for release of those held in pre-
trial confinement.

Guarantee that persons charged under Ar-
ticle 15 would have the right to confer with
legal counsel before accepting or rejecting
the article.

Elimination of all punitive discharges and
establishment of certificates of service.

FOREGN POLICY
(Congressman RONALD V. DELLuMS)

In 1969 and again In 1973, President Nixon
talked about a "generation of peace" and a
new era in our relations with the other coun-
tries of the world. To achieve these goals
would require a complete re-orientation
across the entire range of American foreign
policy. Yet, not only has the Nixon Admin-
istration failed to begin this massiva effort,
but it has intensified reliance on power pol-
itics and the brutal use of force to achieve
ends.

A real "generation of peace" cannot begin
until America realizes the heritage of un-
fairness and oppression found in the history
of its foreign policy. Ever since America be-
came a world power, foreign policy has been
based on callous disregard of the rights and
aspirations-many times even the lives-of
non-Western peoples. Just as America's non-
white minorities have refused any longer
to accept an inferior status within America,
we refuse to accept a foreign policy based
on the implicit inequality between whites
and the Third World.

Nowhere is this' underlying racism more
clear than in Southeast Asia, and in the
ability of President Nixon to continue for
so long acts of senseless destruction and dev-
astation without either effective protest or
control at any time by Congress. We do not
believe any President would have been al-

- lowed to perpetrate this insane policy
against any white nation. We do not believe
that any number of POW's would justify
a policy of terror directed against an entire

nation-if that nation were European. We
do not believe the costs of the war would
have been tolerated if the Administration
were not adept at shifting them to the backs
of black and poor people.

Every one of us is aware of the President's
failure to make good his promise of a speedy
withdrawal from Indochina. Yet the full
dimensions of the costs of the war have
been difficult to grasp. The plain fact of the
matter is that our adventurism in South-
east Asia still continues to cripple the efforts
of black and poor Americans to bring about
desperately needed reforms in the commu-
nity and the nation. The President has felt
compelled to cut deeply, not only into re-
form efforts, but also into basic domestic
services. Even as this War ends, misdirection
of financial resources will cost us dearly now
and in years to come.

No matter what we are told by Adminis-
tration and Pentagon spokesmen about al-
leged dwindling defense budgets and eco-
nomic problems that stem from whatever
minimal cutbacks in domestic military
spending have occurred, in reality this coun-
try still allocates $10 to $20 billion too much
each year for defense. By making military
decisions primary and domestic decisions only
secondary, this Administration shows a basic
misunderstanding of the real sources of
American strength.

Material costs of the War have been high,
but spiritual costs have been even higher,
for we have been asked to exchange the true
pride that comes from the commitment to
our national ideals on equality and self-
determination for the false pride based on
belligerence and abuse of power.

The government began this undeclared war
not in reaction to any real threat to the na-
tion but on the basis of a foreign-policy
calculation that the United States could
contain the Russian and Chinese super-
powers through the small country of Viet-
nam. Now the Nixon Administration tries to
reach over the heads of the Vietnamese and
settle the war on the basis of an under-
standing between the Great Powers. This kind
of diplomacy may bring peace to the United
States, but let no one imagine it has brought
peace to Vietnam, thatlit has succeeded in-leaving Vietnam anything but a legacy of
continuing violence. The Vietnamese will not
be at peace until a stable solution is found
by the Vietnamese themselves, not by any
outsiders, whether they be Russian, Chinese,
or American.

Even more disheartening, Nixon's entire
foreign policy seems based on the ease with
which the U.S. takes more from the Third
World than it ever intends to give back.
Economic aid and trade investment policies
build up economic structures useful only
to this nation's establishment and not to
the host population. America's power over
markets is used to monopolize raw materials
without paying a truly fair price. Although
many people are under the impression that
U.S. foreign aid is helping to equalize world
income, the truth is that the gap between
the rich nations and the poor nations con-
tinues to increase. The rate of economic
growth of the poor countries is in a losing
race with the rate of population increase,
while America's swollen economy takes more
and more of the raw materials and energy
sources needed to attain our standards of
living. No one can expect this situation to
continue without bringing about confronta-
tion on a global scale. There is no evidence
that the present Administration has any
realization of the magnitude of this crisis.

The Nixon Administration still ties. na-
tional prestige and power to dictatorial
regimes that have to rely on American sup-
port to maintain themselves against their
own people. Nowhere was this more true
than in the shocking tragedy of Bangladesh
where power politics took precedence over
human decency. As in the case of Chile, the
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Administration still shows blind hostility to
any government-no matter how democratic
or nationalist-that threatens any U.S. busi-
ness interest. Black Caucus members have-
introduced legislation to end our military
aid to the Brazilian generals, to maintain
economic sanctions against the Rhodesian
minority government, to end U.S. involve-

Sment in the South African forced-labor econ-
omy, and to re-orient foreign aid efforts with
a massive increase in truly helpful economic
aid. But these efforts met with little success.

The Black Caucus hopes that the truce
signings really mean a final end to the in-
sanity of using America's wealth to make
life miserable for people who never did us
any harm. We hope that pressures for con-
tinuation of hostilities are successfully
withstood.

But we also intend to do much more than
hope. We call on Congress to assert the
responsibility it has evaded so long. Con-
gress must ensure that "withdrawal" sig-
nifies more than an empty phrase-and that
the Pentagon and its friends understand it.
Congress must no longer allow -secret wars
to be fought anywhere. And if Nixon charac-
teristically tries to reverse course, Congress
must refuse all funds for any further terror
diplomacy.

The State of this Union will continue sick
and distrustful, unready for the challenges
that lay ahead until the blight of the War
and all it represents is finally lifted from
the country and from the black and poor
communities. It is time to begin; to face
our responsibilities to the erst of the world;
to cease killing and maiming and to start
working towards solutions to our common
problems.

EDUCATION
(Congressman WILLIAM L. CLAY)

Education in America has suffered many
setbacks during the first four years of the
Nixon administration, with the years ahead
looking leaner still as the budget trimmers
recklessly perform their "fat trimming" op-
erations, cutting into the very fiber of our
educational system, and threatening the
goal of quality education for all our citizens.

In October 1968, candidate Nixon prom-
ised: "When we talk about cutting the ex-
pense of government-either federal, state
or local-the one area we can't shortchange
is education". This was indeed a laudable
and promising beginning. How unfortunate
then that these words were not given mean-
ing through Presidential actions in the first
term of the Nixon administration, how in-
credible that these sentiments should now
be labeled, "the sacred cow" of Congress.

In March of 1971, the Congressional Black
Caucus presented the President with a list
of recommendations for action in the area of
education. We began by recommending the
initiation of a program of comprehensive
child development services to be provided as
a right to every American child. This was a
commitment which the President himself
had publicly articulated in 1969, but which
he emphatically reversed by vetoing the OEO
and Child Care Amendments in December
1971.

We called for the strengthening of Title I
of the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act, urging the full and advanced
funding of this Act, and stating our opposi-
tion to the proposed system of block grants
to supplant Title I and various other cate-
gorical programs. The administration's re-
sponse has been one of all-out support for
educational revenue sharing, a proposal
which threatens to dilute the funds pres-
ently going to Title I, and diffuse the impact
of compensatory education by subjecting
such programs to the machinations of state
and local politics.

Recognizing the extensive power of the
Office of the President, we called upon Mr.

Nixon to exert national leadership to meet
the Constitutional commitment of equal op-
portunity for all men. The response of his
rhetoric has been sorely contradicted by the
clear expression of his actions supporting
two major legislative assaults on these rights,
through the successful Inclusion of a busing
moratorium in the Higher Education Amend-
ments of 1972 and the prohibitions of busing
fundamental to the Equal Educational Op-
portunity Act.

Finally, we recommended an increase in
Federal aid to higher education in the form
of increased student assistance and aid to
black colleges and universities. Congressional
passage of the Higher Education Amend-
ments implemented several of our sugges-
tions for helping students finance their edu-
cations, but the President's present-spend-
ing level and new budget for these Amend-
ments substantially obstructs their full im-
plemention.

Since coming to office in 1969, this ad-
ministration has vetoed six major pieces of
legislation in the area of education alone,
including four bills to provide badly needed
funds for the current school year.

The President vetoed the 1971 Child De-
velopment bill; fought passage of the Drug
Education Act to help schools teach chil-
dren the dangers of drug abuse; and opposed
passage of the Environmental Education Act
to support school ecology programs.

Even when the President has not vetoed
vital education measures, he has often re-
fused to spend the amounts of money ap-
propriated by Congress. Examples of these
lower spending levels include: zero spending
for Title III of the National Defense Educa-
tion Act, this despite Congressional appro-
priations of $50 million for the acquisition
of education equipment; nor are funds be-
ing spent for Title 5C of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act which provides aid
to State departments of education for plan-
ning and evaluation; nor for the Career Edu-
cation Program.

Most prominent among these programs is
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act, which has long been an object
of Presidential scorn, and which has never
been fully funded to the $7 or $8 billion level
authorized. Even the present spending level
of $1.5 billion was achieved only through
strong and persistent Congressional pressure.
Congress last year added about $200 million
in Title I funds, which are presently em-
bargoed due to the President's veto of the
Labor-HEW Appropriations.

Federal expenditures for Title I have actu-
ally been shrinking relative to the total budg-
et and the impact of inflation. Since 1965,
Title I appropriations have increased by some
$638 million, but the percentage of Title I
funds in the total budget has dropped from
0.7 to 0.6 percent. When this is added to a
cumulative rate of inflation of nearly 20
percent, the decline of effort becomes quite
considerable and most disconcerting in light
of the fact that only about 3 of the eligible
children are presently being reached.

The President's proposed education reve-
nue sharing would further dilute the impact
of Title I by combining Title I funds with
emergency school aid funds, with little likeli-
hood of significant increase in funds for
either, and the potential threat that exist-
ing funds may be diverted, or functional pro-
grams terminated.

Over the past few years, there has been
considerable controversy over the effective-
ness of compensatory education. We must
closely examine the real facts concerning the
operation and intensity of focus of existing
compensatory education programs. In so do-
ing, we will probably find that funds and
resources are being diffused to such an extent
as to make their impact negligible. Let us
look at the record of the Kansas City and
Philadelphia public school programs where
ghetto kindergarten students are success-

fully learning to read, a skill their more
affluent white counterparts will not be for-
mally taught until the first grade. This sug-
gests that the cycle of failure for ghetto
children can probably be terminated at the
source if resources and efforts are concen-
trated on the real problem.

In 1972, Congress enacted an administra-
tion proposal amending the Higher Educa-
tion Act to prohibit the Implementation of
court orders calling for the busing of school
children, pending the exhaustion of judicial
appeals. Several months later, the House
enacted an administration measure which
sought to provide equal educational oppor-
tunity by prohibiting busing beyond the next
closest school and permitting the re-opening
of prior court desegregation orders. Fortu-
nately, the vigilance of the Senate prevented
its enactment into law.

These measures represent a complete re-
treat from responsibility, and a tragic fail-
ure of moral and political leadership. They
claim to advance the cause of equal educa-
tion, while blatantly denying these opportu-
nities to millions of poor and minority chil-
dren. They propose to consign untold num-
bers to separate and unequal educations,
with little regard for the tragic social and
educational consequences.

The issue of busing has nothing to do
with the fundamental quality of education-
rather, it has long been recognized as the
most immediately feasible tool to provide
children access to the best available educa-
tional opportunities. We must continue to
utilize it, while seeking out more satisfying
and permanent solutions.

If this administration and the nation are
truly concerned about equal education, they
will move beyond the sham of busing to the
more fundamental Issue of the financing of
education. Recent court decisions in this area
have established that a basic inequity exists
in the present reliance upon property tax
for the financing of education. Moreover, the
use of local property taxes to finance schools
violates the 14th Amendment by making
educational opportunity a function of local
wealth.

If we are to guarantee equal education,
we must implement the recommendations of
the President's Commission on School Fi-
nance that "each state assume responsibility
for raising and allocating educational re-
sources", and for increasing the present 7
percent federal share of total educational ex-
penditures, so as to more nearly equalize
resources among the states.

A final area of concern must be the financ-
ing of higher education. In 1971, the Caucus
called for a 70 percent increase in Federal
aid to higher education in the form of in-
creased student assistance and aid to black
colleges and universities. While Congres-
sional passage of the 1972 Higher Education
Amendments implemented several of our
suggestions, the financial crisis being faced
in higher education is increasingly acute,
particularly for black institutions and black
college students.

Approximately 85 black institutions of
higher education provide 80 percent of the
total black graduates annually. Black insti-
tutions are also principal educators of the
poor, educating some 17 percent of the col-
lege enrollment from low-income families. A
full % of the graduates from black insti-
tutions come from families with an income
of $5200 or less-a remarkable achievement
in light of a national figure of less than 10
percent of the population from that income
level ever receiving a college degree.

In 1970, federal funding to these institu-
tions totalled $125 million, or 3.4 percent of
the total federal budget for higher education.
A full 45 percent of this aid goes into student
financial aid, as opposed to the average of 21
percent in other institutions.

Most of the federal aid received by these
institutions is from the basic education pro-
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grams of HEW. Black institutions receive
only 0.3 percent of all the funds allocated for
research and development-a fact which se-
verely limits the growth of these institution's
and their students in the critical areas of
physical sciences and medical and nuclear
research.

If these institutions are to continue to
provide the training and education necessary
for poor and minority students to take an
active role in the society, the sources of reve-
nues available to them must be greatly ex-
panded. The federal effort both in terms of
direct aid to institutions, and more impor-
tantly, in the providing of financial aid to
students, must be substantially increased.

At every level the American educational
system is being challenged to provide quality
educational opportunities for all our citizens.
The President's record, and recent budget
statement, however, give little hope for an
increasing federal role to meet this challenge.

The Members of Congress must, therefore,
assume the responsibility and exert the nec-
essary leadership to fulfill this commitment.
We, the members of the Congressional Black
Caucus, reaffirm our support for legislative
action to provide comprehensive child de-
velopment services, as a right to all Ameri-
can children.

We deplore the decrease in effort for Title I
which has occurred under this administra-
tion, and again call for the full and advanced
funding of this program.

We call for the re-instatement of vital
sources of financial aid to students avail-
able under the direct loan and educational
opportunity grant programs, programs which
Congress deliberately maintained in the
Higher Education Amendments of 1972.

Finally, we urge Mr. Nixon, to recall his
1968 commitment, and call upon him to ful-
fill that promise not to shortchange America
In the field of education.

THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM
(Congressman JoHN CONYEaS, Jr.)

America's criminal justice system is a
source of anything but justice, and is in itself
"criminal" in nature given the manner in
which it victimizes both the public at large
and the luckless thousands whom it appre-
hends, tries In its courts, and condemns to
schools of crime and recidivism. In its most
direct contact with crime-prevention, de-
tection, apprehension, conviction, and cor-
rection-the system of criminal justice falls
miserably to do anything about its reduction.

If it is to succeed, the criminal justice
system must be viewed as a process, all com-
ponents of which must unfold toward the
same goal, namely, the prevention and con-
trol of crime and the rehabilitation of of-
fenders. To succeed, this system must flow
humanely, efficiently, and with justice from
police to prosecutor to judge to jailer. The
success of each function depends upon the
effectiveness of all. The failure of any one
component insures the failure of the entire
system. Yet, as it exists today, the criminal
justice system has broken down at every
conceivable stage.

An overwhelmingly disproportionate num-
ber of victims of the criminal justice system
spring from the black, poor, exploited, and
alienated sectors of American society. De-
spite the capture of the crime issue through
"law and order" rhetoric, black men and
women fall victim to crime and are subject
to arrest entirely out of proportion to their
numbers in the general population. 27% of
all individuals arrested nationwide are black,
even though blacks comprise only 11% of the
total population. Selective enforcement of
the law has become the rule of the day. It
has been estimated that the total cost to the
American public resulting from corporation
price-fixing alone is at least equal to all costs
resulting from crimes against property. Yet
blacks are arrested and subjected to police

brutality out of proportion to their numbers,
while white collar crime and "crime in the
suites" continue to be politely tolerated by
law enforcement officials. More blacks than
whites have been executed in the United
States, and this does not include lynching,
so-called self-defense, or police killings.

Two-thirds of the arrests take place among
about 2% of the population. And where does
that 2% reside in every city? It is in the
same place where infant mortality is four
times greater than in the city as a whole;
where the death rate is 25% higher; where
life expectancy is 10 years shorter; where
common communicable diseases with the
potential of physical and mental damage are
six and eight times more frequent; where
education is the poorest; where alcoholism
and drug addiction are prevalent to a degree
far transcending that of the rest of the city;
where, in short, dehumanization, alienation,
and exploitation hold the lives of the poor
in a relentless grip.

The failure of the Nixon Administration
to deal in any substantive way with criminal
justice reform can best be seen in the virtual
non-performance of the heavily-funded Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration
(LEAA). On March 25, 1971, the Congres-
sional Black Caucus met with President
Nixon and included in its sixty specific rec-
ommendations for governmental action sev-
eral concisely worded criticisms of the LEAA
performance. The President's reply to those
criticisms was, for the most part, totally
inadequate:

LEAA continues to devote a disproportion-
ate percentage of its funds to the execessive
purchase of weapons and hardware for local
law enforcement agencies, a policy which to-
tally defies any rational approach to the
long-range reduction of crime and injustice
by the federal government. For the President
to reply that "LEAA has fostered the broad-
est program of criminal justice reforms and
improvements in the Natiton's history" is
grossly misleading, since LEAA is, in fact, the
ONLY "comprehensive" crime control pro-
gram. The President's reply says nothing re-
garding the quality of that program, refer-
ring only quantitatively to the millions of
LEAA dollars spent in various ways.

The LEAA Block Grant Program remains
essentially a fiscal relief program devoted to
beefing up criminal justice system compo-
nents as they presently exist, and doing pre-
cious little in an innovative vein. In FY 1971,
42% of all LEAA block funds went for police,
primarily police equipment, reflecting a dis-
torted vision of which component of the sys-
tem is in most dire need of funds at this time.
The only innovation that ever takes place
occurs when an occasional isolated local of-
flcial decides to use LEAA money to effect
criminal justice reform. LEAA itself has
failed to provide leadership to the states for
criminal justice reform.

Although LEAA now does require some de-
gree of Title VI compliance with regard to
grantees, Title VI enforcement remains, on
the whole, totally inadequate. For example,
LEAA has never considered the degree to
which saturation policing grants and other
programs which result from its funding lead
to discriminatory practices.

Meanwhile, to this day, virtually no inter-
nal research, planning, or evaluation of LEAA
programs are conducted by LEAA itself. Ac-
cording to the National Council on Crime and
Delinquency (NCCD), whereas less than 1%
of LEAA funds are now devoted to evaluation,
no less than 12% of funds provided by LEAA
for each program should be devoted to this
purpose. LEAA has no idea what the specific
impact of its block or discretionary grants
has been, and with few exceptions no states
carry out substantive evaluation of expendi-
tures of LEAA funds.

The President's reply to our demand that
LEAA insure adequate minority and commu-

nity representation on planning agencies at
all levels was also grossly inadequate. A con-
tent analysis of 35 of the 55 State Planning
Agencies and their respective review commis-
sions conducted in 1971 shows that private
citizen representation on such agencies re-
mained at only 14%, and was, where it ex-
isted, totally unrepresentative of the public
at large. This figure compared with 20% po-
lice representation, 16.8% elected govern-
ment official representation and 10% prose-
cutor representation.

Increased accountability and evaluation of
all LEAA programs must occur immediately.
The failure of LEAA to address the true na-
ture and underlying causes of crime can no
longer be tolerated by the American public.

The Administration has done nothing to
dispel our concern that although the "no-
knock" and "preventive detention" provi-
sions of the D.C. Court Reform and Crimi-
nal Procedure Act of 1970 clearly impinge on
the constitutional rights of suspects and de-
fendants, it continues to be advertised by
this Administration as a model for the Na-
tion. Other laws with similar constitutionally
odious provisions are the Organized Crime
Control Act of 1970 and the Comprehensive
Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of
1970. None of these Acts ought to be ad-
vertised as models and we strongly urge that
the Administration support legislation to
reoeal such sections of those Acts as inimical
to the interests of a free society.

We pledge ourselves to the launching of a
comprehensive legislative attack upon several
of the most pernicious and unjust aspects of
the American criminal justice system, and
we implore the Administration and the 93rd
Congress to consider seriously the following
tentative list of recommendations. These rec-
ommendations are far from all-inclusive, but
their tenor suggests the type of changes
which are required if the notion of "Equal
Justice Under Law" is to be anything but an
empty promise:

CORRECTIONS
The first black prisoners in this country

were Africans brought here in chains in 1619.
Our African ancestors were the victims of
the political, economic, and social oppres-
sion of white America, and let it always be
remembered and understood that the major-
ity of present-day black offenses in the con-
text of the criminal justice system have their
roots in the political, economic, and social
deprivations of blacks by Anglo-America.
Slave camps, leg irons, handcuffs, reserva-
tions and'concentration camps;' Sing Sing,
Jackson, Attica, Soledad. These are the real
monuments of this country, more so than
Monticello or the Statue of Liberty.

The handwriting is on the wall for the
American system of "corrections." It is
scrawled with the pen of intolerance and cor-
ruption, and written in the blood and human
anguish of its victims. Our prisons are
scenes of physical, verbal, and psychological
brutality, inadequate medical care, arbitrary
and capricious-rendering of disciplinary de-
cisions without regard to an inmate's con-
stitutional rights, and total dehumanization
and human destruction. Involuntary subjec-
tion of primarily black inmates to various
forms of medical, drug, and psychological
experimentation has reached alarming pro-
portions, as the uncovering of the Tuskegee
Studies and investigations of such atrocities
as the experimental use of thorazine and
prolixin on "unruly" prisoners graphically
indicate.

When the dehumanization and non-record
of rehabilitation by correctional agencies are
considered, the failure of the criminal justice
system is compounded and assured. Re-
habilitation is the major chance of the crimi-
nal justice system to reduce crime, yet here,
it fails perhaps worst of all. Recidivism rates
for released prisoners are generally constant
for various parts of the country despite vari-
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ations in the outmoded correctional practices
currently employed everywhere. There is no
difference in the recidivism ratios between in-
mates who had received "rehabilitative train-
ing" as it is presently being conducted within
the confines of prisons and those who had
not. Government officials have yet to face
the fact that community-based treatment is
cheaper than building more and more gigan-
tic prisons. It would cost less per year to
send an offender to college than it does to
Incarcerate him. Probation costs only 1/6 as
much as institutional care, and parole only
1/14 as much.

One study shows that 93% of the juvenile
court jurisdictions in the country lack deten-
tion facilities other than city jails or police
lockups. The majority of the offenders held
in the corrections system are between 15 and
30. In jails across the country, juveniles and
adults are mixed, with untried detainees and
convicted felons placed in the same cell so
that misdemeanants can sit at the feet of
seasoned offenders.

There is a total absence of strictly enforced
minimum standards for the treatment of
prisoners. Existing procedures for the review
of prisoner complaints are inadequate. Policy
makers have forgotten that the central con-
stitutional principle underlying all rules,
regulations, procedures, and practices relat-
ing to persons iamprisoned in accordance with
federal law is that such persons must retain
all rights (such as the guarantee of free
expression and association) except those ex-
pressly removed by Title 18 of the U.S. Code.
Instead, cruel and unusual punishment
abounds.

SIf the federal government generally and
LEAA specifically are serious about wishing
to lower crime rates-which they have failed
to do thus far-they are going to have to
raise the priority of corrections significantly.
After all, 85% of the crimes in this country
are committed by repeaters, and 98% of all
inmates eventually return to the community.
Yet the corrections system is under-financed
and over-taxed. Federal, State, and local gov-
ernments together spend less than 1/5 of
their criminal justice budgets on corrections.
They spend more than 3/5 on police.

,We recommend the following:
1. A ban on the building of any new cor-

rectional institutions for juveniles or adults
and the development in their place of com-
munity based rehabilitation programs and
other alternatives to incarceration.

2. The establishment of small, state and
local community-based correctional treat-
ment centers-including diagnostic services,
halfway houses, and other supervisory pro-
grams and preadjudication and postadjudica-
tion referral of delinquents, youthful offend-
ers, and all inmates-so as to afford a reason-
able opportunity for participation in Innova-
tive work-release, school release, and various
treatment programs.

3. Community-oriented programs for the
supervision of parolees and integration of
inmates into the community upon parole or
release through vocational training, job
placement, and on-the-job counseling.

4. A ban on all laws which do not allow
professional licenses to be granted to former
inmates.

5. The establishment and enforcement of
prisoner treatment standards and the crea-
tion of an agency within the framework of
a national enforcement mechanism to hear
complaints arising from alleged infractions
of such standards.

6. The establishment of parole decision-
making bodies for adult and juvenile offend-
ers which are independent of correctional in-
stitutions, the establishment of an independ-
ent and regionalized Board of Parole, the pro-
vision of fair and equitable Federal parole
procedures, and the provision of assistance
to the State for the operation of fair and
adequately staffed parole systems.

7. The establishment of alternatives to the
detention of persons awaiting trial.

8. The entitlement of prisoners to fur-
loughs for family and social visitation.

9. The establishment of a "Bill of Rights
for Prisoners," of procedures to insure the
right of offenders to be free from personal
abuse, and of formalized and enforced griev-
ance procedures for inmates.

10. The banning of all psychiatric, drug,
and other medical testing and experimenta-
tion in prisons.

11. Attorney rights for all prisoners in pre-
paring their parole applications, habeas
corpus briefs, etc.

12. An end to parole regulations placing
undue restrictions on parolees regardless of
the merits of individual cases.

13. The prohibition of the arbitrary dis-
semination of arrest records to prospective
employers of ex-inmates.

COURTS
The overwhelming majority of the adjudi-

cated cases occur in the State and local
courts, and State and local judicial systems
suffer from a number of serious administra-
tive, structural, and fiscal problems. Court
systems in most States are highly fragmented,
lack central administrative direction, exhibit
disparate rules of practice and procedure,
have cumbersome procedure for judicial se-
lection, discipline, removal, and retirement,
and are often faced with critical shortages of
funding. All of this leads to a disorganized,
inefficient, and unjust judicial system.

Overwhelming caseloads, overlapping juris-
dictions, widely varying procedures for try-
ing similar types of offenses, and wide dis-
pardties in sentencing practices and the
quality of judicial personnel pose a severe
threat to the rights of the accused and to
the equitable functioning of the judiciary.
Although the right of the poor to a defense
attorney at all stages of any Federal or State
criminal proceeding has been established by
the Supreme Court, Implementation of this
right lags seriously behind the case law.
Those supposedly "presumed to be innocent'
are packed into courts with over-crowded
dockets and often provided with inadequate
legal counsel after being held in jail for
inordinate lengths of time awaiting trial.
52% of the American jail population at any
given moment has not been convicted of any-
thing. For those Individuals who are arrested,
it's bail for the rich and jail for the poor.
One's ability to post bond is almost en-
tirely a function of his socio-economic status,
relegating the entire bail system to the
depths of class discrimination. The practice
of "plea-bargaining" is regularly abused by
prosecutors and inept defense attorneys alike.
Defendants often plead guilty to crimes they
did not commit after being induced and/or
coerced to do so.

With regard to "preventive detention,"
studies show that the factors which a court
could use in determining who should be
preventively detained have never been em-
pirically established, thus compounding the
danger of total arbitrariness in its applica-
tion. On the other hand, statistics show that
if all arrested persons could be brought to
trial within two months after arrest, well
over 50% of crime committed by those on
bail could be eliminated. Even a 1970 pilot
study authorized by the Department of Jus-
tice to support preventive detention theories
indicated that the possibility of predicting
pre-trial crime is negligible, while most pre-
trial crime occurs after sixty days have passed
between the time of arrest and the time of
trial.

The fact that state and federal judges of
courts on all levels are appointed and not
elected prejudices a fair trial in many
cases, and precludes black representation in
most cases, since there is not a single black
official in this nation who has the power to
appoint a judge. Despite President Nixon's

feeble attempt to answer our 1971 demand
that he appoint equitable number of black
Federal judges and other legal officials, in-
cluding U.S. Attorneys, U.S. Marshalls, Fed-
eral correctional officials, and other high-
ranking Justice Department employees in
every region of the country, black represen-
tation in all of these areas does not even
begin to approach parity with the black pop-
ulation level in this nation.

We recommend the following:
1. A drastic increase in the percentage of

LEAA and other funds spent on the judicial
system.

2. Speedier trials, with a maximum of 60
days' wait for felonies and 30 days for mis-
demeanors. These limits should be flexible
enough to allow for continuances requested
by defense attorneys, pre-trial discovery by
both prosecution and defense, etc.

3. The immediate appointment by the
President of equitable numbers of black fed-
eral judges and other judicial officials, in-
cluding U.S. Attorneys, U.S. Marshals, fed-
eral correctional officials, and other high-
ranking Justice Department employees in
every region of the country.

4. Improvements in court administration
and organization on all levels.

5. The removal of traffic cases from the
purview of the judiciary and their place-
ment under the jurisdiction of administra-
tive boards.

6. A tightening of sentencing laws to make
them more consistent and punishment less
disparate.

7. Elimination of sentences which call for
the payment of a fine, or, in the alternative,
incarceration for those who cannot pay fines.

8. The decriminalization of "victimless
crimes."

9. The cessation of selective use of grand
juries to habitually indict individuals for
clearly political reasons.

10. The establishment of strictly enforced
standards for the provision of legal services
to individuals involved in every stage of
the criminal justice system, including ha-
beas corpus and parole application prepara-
tion.

11. The prohibition of prosecutorial coer-
cive inducements to entering a plea of guilty
and the banning of any plea negotiations
being conducted without the presence of
defense counsel.

12. The improvement of pre-trial release
programs, including, in appropriate cases, in-
creased diversion of offenders out of the
criminal justice system and into community-
based rehabilitative programs prior to trial
or conviction, the establishment of proce-
dures for the issuance of a summons in lieu
of arrest, and wider use of citation release
systems, station house release, and third
party custody for all but the most serious
alleged crimes.

13. The upgrading of the quality and stand-
ards of judges and judicial conduct through
more stringent selection processes which are
based solely on merit and which involve rep-
resentatives of the lay public as well as those
thoroughly schooled and experience in the
law and the judicial process.

14. Substantive reform of the bail system.
15. The creation of pre-trial discovery

provisions which place definite obligations on
both prosecution and defense.

16. The wider use of "screening" (the dis-
cretionary decision to stop, prior to trial or
plea, all formal proceedings against a per-
son who has been arrested) based not only
upon insufficiency of evidence, but also upon
such factors as the financial hardship or
family disruption of the accused, the value
of further proceedings in preventing future
offenses by the accused, and improper motives
of the complainant.

POLICE
Police brutality and the abuses which

American citizens must endure daily at the
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hands of the police have been widely exposed
and discussed, yet nothing substantive has
been done to curb the wanton disrespect so
often shown by law enforcement officers with
regard to individuals' constitutional and civil
rights. The 1968 rioting of policemen in Chi-
cago should not be mistaken as an isolated
occurrence for the residents of ghettos and
barrios are constantly confronted with the
reality of perpetual police abuse.

One need only critically examine the differ-
ence between the way policemen generally
return white, middle class juvenile offenders
to their mothers' doorsteps with a slap on
the wrist and perhaps a verbal tongue-lash-
ing while black delinquents are almost in-
variably thrust into the cruel criminal Jus-
tice system upon committing their first of-
fense, to grasp the inherently discriminatory
nature of present-day enforcement. It has
been empirically determined that in addition
to the courts, arresting police officers exer-
cise a considerable amount of discretion in
making the decision to divert certain alleged
offenders from the criminal justice system.
Yet, police diversion practices are terribly
inconsistent. A study of 48 police agencies
in Los Angeles County revealed diversion
rates ranging from a high of 82% to a low of
2%. The police, like the courts, have often
failed to realize that certain types of con-
duct, such as that manifested by the mentally
ill, alcoholics, and juveniles, can best be
dealt with by diversion from the criminal or
Juvenile justice systems.

Police selection, recruitment and training
continue to take place In the absence of
strictly observed minimum government
standards. While about two-thirds of the
States have established Councils on Police
Standards, myriad abuses still occur. As the
Police Task Force of the President's Com-
mission on Law Enforcement and the Ad-
ministration of Justice put it:

"Existing selection requirements and pro-
cedures in the majority of departments ...
do not screen out the unfit. Hence, it is not
surprising that far too many of those charged
with protecting life and property and ra-
tionally enforcing our laws are not respected
by their fellow officers, and are incompetent,
corrupt, or abusive."

A study by the International Association
of Chiefs of Police showed that of 162 major
law enforcement agencies across the country,
only 41 administer psychological tests to ap-
plicants. Six of these agencies did not even
conduct personal interviews. Educational re-
quirements for policemen are minimal, with
many departments not even requiring a high
school education. Courses in the sociology
and psychology of poverty and ghetto life
are virtually non-existent in the police
academies. Even the President's Commission
on Crime in the District of Columbia noted
that recruits who were not deemed qualified
to writs citations were nonetheless immedi-
ately issued guns and ammunition.

We recommend the following:
1. The Immediate upgrading of standards

for police selection, training, and recruit-
ment.

2. The amendment of Title 18 U.S. Code
Section 242 so that it becomes a more effec-
tive legal tool in prosecuting those police-
men who deprive citizens of their constitu-
tional rights under color of law while mak-
ing an arrest.

3. The encouragement of lateral recruit-
ment of lawyers, medical paraprofessionals,
college graduates, and others into the ranks
of police forces, and the modification of re-
strictive civil service regulations that pro-
hibit lateral recruitment.

4. The creation of citizens' review boards
empowered to monitor police practices and
handle citizens complaints outside the frame-
work of police agencies.

5. An end to discriminatory policies of
police recruitment, selection, and promotion,

and the proportionate employment of ethnic
minorities on police forces. ,

6. The formalization of all police diversion
decisions with regard to juvenile offenders.
Such decisions must be made by highly
trained Juvenile specialists. There must be
a corresponding increase in monetary sup-
port for community-based programs geared
for providing assistance and counseling to
referred juveniles.

7. The provision of comprehensive govern-
ment tort liability insurance for police em-
ployees. This would enable the public to col-
lect for damages to person and property that
arise from the misuse of police discretionary
powers. Furthermore, if the government is
paying for insurance, it will be more likely
to see to it that police discretion is kept
within legitimate bounds.

The hard logic of practical American
politics dictates that a hesitant Adminis-
tration and Congress, all too carried away
with the current "law and order" ethic, will
only be compelled to encourage legislation
aimed at an amelioration of the failures
of the criminal justice system if they are
pressured to do so by an aroused citizenry
which holds out its power at the ballot box
and which demands change in a construc-
tive, collective, and organized fashion.

Any realistic look at the current State of
the Union dictates our recognition that
the failure of every aspect of the so-called
system of legal justice raises questions which
go even deeper than the failure to reduce
crime; for it raises other questions which go
to the heart and very nature of our society.
The community outside the prison walls
must never separate itself from the com-
munity inside the jailhouse. And the correc-
tive measures against crime must be at least
partially administered in the community.
The essential problem is not that of an
"improper" Individual behind the bars; for
most of us sense intuitively that the prob-
lem basically is that of an improper society
outside the prison gates. It is a society which
is rampant with inherent contradictions. It
is in this context that the Congressional
Black Caucus recognizes at the outset that
unless we simultaneously address ourselves
to this larger question, all talk of correct-
ing the criminal justice system takes place
in a vacuum.

CIViL RIGHTS
(Representative BARBARA JORDAN)

In the nineteen years since the historic
decision of the U.S. Supreme Court which
outlawed segregated education, the Federal
civil rights arsenal has been stocked almost
full. Almost every aspect of discrimination
has been prohibtled by statute, executive or-
der or Supreme Court decisions. Much of
the administrative machinery has been es-
tablished to give the Federal government
the means to insure that no citizen is denied
the opportunities guaranteed by the Consti-
tution. But in the 1970's, this array of weap-
ons is in danger of becoming like the arsenal
in colonial Williamsburg, neatly stored in an
isolated blockhouse, noticed only by students
and historical scholars. The legacy of two
decades of national upheaval is withering
away from lack of use, and, in some areas,
from active attempts to dismantle the en-
forcement machinery.

This atrophy is certainly not attributable
to a lessening of the need for forceful pro-
grams to assure minorities equal access to
decent homes, good jobs, effective health
care and full participation in the processes
of democracy. Despite some dramatic prog-
ress in the last two decades, racism continues
to flourish across this land, crippling the
lives of Blacks, Puerto Ricans, Mexican
Americans, Indians and other oppressed mi-
nority groups. Black families earn only 61%
of what white families earn. Black unem-
ployment continues at twice the rate for

whites. Nonwhite male infant mortality is
increasing while fewer white infants are dy-
ing. It is small comfort to a Black family
struggling to overcome ancient prejudices
to, know that it is guaranteed equality in
legal theory.

SOnly with national resolve and unflinching
enforcement of civil rights laws can this legal
theory be translated into fact. Both resolve
and enforcement are in dwindling supply in
this decade. The buoyancy and optimism of
the 1960's, when statutes and orders were won
to break down almost every barrier to equal-
ity, have given way to dismal perceptions of
the demise of "the Second Reconstruction."
Instead of promoting racial conciliation and
social change through the active enforcement
of civil rights laws, this administration has
combined indifferent, lackluster enforcement
with blatant backtracking.

These disastrous, regressive policies are ap-
parent throughout the Federal establish-
ment, The Federal government itself, the na-
tion's largest employer with over three mil-
lion employees, has yet to give minorities
equal employment prospects, especially in the
higher levels of the civil service system where
decision-making power and influence rest.
Twenty-seven percent of the civil service em-
ployees in grades 1-4 are Black, but only 4%
of those in grades 12-18 are Black. Despite
improving efforts by the Civil Service Com-
mission to increase recruitment of Blacks and
other minorities in all levels, these propor-
tions have scarcely changed.

The private employment picture is far
worse. The Federal government has a wide va-
riety of powers designed to open up indus-
tries and unions to minorities which have
been systematically excluded from well-paid
employment. The Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commission, which has responsibility
for Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
prohibiting discrimination in private em-
ployment, has had little impact on the per-
vasive racism it is directed to attack. Long
vacancies in key positions, limited and time
consuming powers, continuing lack of suff-
cient staff and funds, and negligible coordi-
nation with other key agencies have relegated
the Commission to piecemeal reactions to in-
dividual complaints. It has made relatively
few initiatives to attack the broad patterns
of discrimination in employment and promo-
tion possibilities which abound throughout
the private sector. Those complaints which it
does handle take from 16 months to two years
to process. Attempts in the 92nd Congress to
give the Commission the power to issue cease
and desist orders to employers or unions
found guilty of discrimination were opposed
by the administration and defeated.

The Office of Federal Contract Compliance
in the Department of Labor has shown even
less effectiveness in making government con-
tractors follow non-discrimination in their
employment practices. Its principal sanc-
tion-termination of government contracts-
has been used so rarely that it is no longer
a credible weapon. The Philadelphia Plan
and other "hometown" efforts to open up
construction unions to minorities are widely
recognized as charades which result in little
real improvement in the employment pros-
pects for Black construction workers. The
principal tool available to these agencies and
many others in the Federal establishment,
affirmative action plans for increasing minor-
ity employment, have come under increasing
attack as the undemocratic Imposition of
forced quotas. Setting reasonable goals for
minority employment, with accompanying
timetables and carefully laid out plans for
approaching those goals, are the essential
mechanisms for gaining access for minori-
ties to employment in the economic main-
stream. The administration's vehement op-
position to quotas, which is a perversion of
the goals required by affirmative action plans,
has given the cloak of respectability to the
opposition to this principal means for secur-
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ing equal employment opportunity. These
spurious attacks seek to characterize:affirmsa
tive action plans as the establishment of
mechanical selection procedures which Ig-
nore merit and concentrate only on skin
color, ethnicity or sex. Instead, affirmative.
action must be seen as a remedy when an:
employer or union is shown to have discrimi-
nated against minorities, for without explicit
plans and targets that discrimination will
continue to exist. The nation must be made
to realize that the time has come to pay the
moral dues for the centuries of discrimina-
tion and neglect which have cut off millions
of black and brown citizens from enjoying
the fruits of our society.

The Department of Justice's Division of
Civil Rights, which should be the focal point
of the Federal civil rights effort, plays an
almost invisible role. Its minimal staff pre-
vents it from exercising the coordination
required, with the result that its attorneys
concentrate on minor and lengthy litigation
Instead of imaginative and aggressive en-
forcement of the laws, pressing other federal,
state and local agencies to generate major
civil rights compliance activity, the Civil
Rights Division exercises scant leadership in
the field. Its principal responsibility for in-
suring every citizen the right to vote has
been all but abandoned. The administration
tried in the last Congress to dismantle the
special provisions of the Voting Rights Act
of 1965 which are vitally needed to enfran-
chise the 2.5 million still unregistered black
voters in the South. The Federal government
shows an alarming willingness to let these
disenfranchised blacks fend for themselves.
rather than actively seeking to prevent states
and political subdivisions from establishing
discriminatory voting procedures.

This dreary picture repeats itself through-
out the Federal establishment. Title VI of-
fices in almost every Federal agency, charged
with insuring that minorities have equal
access to and participation in Federal pro-
grams, are understaffed, underfunded and. n-
adequately trained. Their efforts are charac-
terized by self-certification of non-discrimi-
nation with little, if any, agency investiga-
tion; rare pre-approval of grantees' compli-
ance with civil rights statutes; and no en-
forcement of those statutes if discrimina-
tion is found. The U.S. Commission on Civ1i
Rights, the independent watchdog of the
Federal civil rights effort, has consistently
pointed out the utter inadequacy of existing
enforcement programs. No agency has ever
been rated as making more than a marginal
effort in any civil rights area. Recent person-
nel decisions by the President give no rea-
son to hope for improvement. A union official
who has actively resisted the development of
affirmative action plans in the construction
industry has been designated the Secretary
of Labor. The head of the Health, Education,
and Welfare Department's Division of Civil
Rights, whose enforcement programs have
been severely criticized for inactivity and in-
effectiveness by a Federal Court, has been
designated to take charge of the Civil Rights
Division of the Justice Department. The
Chairman of the Civil Rights Commission,
whose agency has fought an uphill battle to
breathe life into civil rights enforcement,
has been forced to resign. The Community
Relations Service of the Justice Department,
once a forceful advocate of minority causes
in communities across the country, has been
decimated by budget cuts.

How did this nation, which seemed to have
rediscovered conscience and concern for the
rights and opportunities of others In the last
two decades, so quickly find itself in a period
of increasing reaction and racial antago-
nism? Perhaps it is because 'we a;ll under-
estimated the complexity of the problems of
racism and the deeply rooted attitudes and
institutional procedures which sustain it.
Certainly the task of rooting out the discrimi-
nation which pervades almost every aspect of
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life in this country cannot be accomplished
merely by statutes or court orders. Vigorous
enforcement of the: law with the leadership
of the highest.officials in government is
clearly necessary, but so obviously lacking.
.The sense -of urgency about civil rights
seemed to melt away when the ghettos
stopped burning and the present administra-
tion began four years of "low profile" numb-
ing government.

There are only a few hopeful signs of
change. Recent agreements arranged by the
administration with the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company and the Bethlehem
Steel Company in separate cases could have
major impact on previous discriminatory
practices in those companies and demonstrate
the potential impact of large industry ac-
tions. Thousands of employees should find
new avenues of promotion and advancement
opened up to them as a result of these fed-
eral compliance activities. Millions more
could benefit from increased federal actions
of this kind.

Another hopeful sign is that the budget
request for Fiscal Year 1974 showed few de-
creases, other than in the Community Rela-
tions Service of the Department of Justice,
for civil rights enforcement activities, and
a number of small increases in agency allot-
ments. These modest increases will not revo-
lutionize civil rights enforcement but they
can help retard the backsliding which has
become increasingly typical of the federal
effort.

However, the problems remaining to be
solved are immense, and the momentum
of the 1960's has run out. The 93rd Congress
will be called upon to defend progress al-
ready made rather than undertake new Ini-
tiatives. The effort to extend the nation's
concept of equality to include all men of all
colors cannot yet be abandoned.

RURAL DI•ELOPMENT
(Congressman ANoasE YOUNG)

Because 69% of our citizens live on 11%
of the land, we tend all too often to forget,
and consequently neglect, the 64 million citi-
zens of our small towns and rural areas.
Or if we remember them at all it is only
to suggest as an afterthought that they too
should move to the cities where the problems
can be treated "en masse" Mistreated would
be a better phrase, for the record of accom-
plishment in solving urban problems over
the past few years is sad indeed. Yet as poor
as that record may be, there has at least
been a recognition of the urban problems.
The problems faced by our rural citizens
are all but ignored.

To a much greater extent than most peo-
ple realize, our urban problems are a result
of a massive exodus from rural America to
the cities. The cities will never be able to
solve their problems until that massive im-
migration is slowed down or reversed. Hous-
ing, jobs, educational opportunities must
be made available for rural Americans. It has
been customary of late to speak of black
problems and urban problems interchange-
ably, but the fact is that 51.5 percent of the
black population of America still reside in
eleven southeastern states. With the mecha-
nization of farming they are forgotten and
unwanted.

The Farmers Home Administration in
testimony before Congress less than a year
ago estimated that a minimum of $12 billion
was needed to supply water and waste dis-

-posal systems to the small towns of rural
America. Yet whath-as happened? The Nixon
Administration has terminated the water and
waste disposal grant program. This is a four-
fold loss. Disease and ill health will continue
to plague communities with .nadequate
.water supplies; inadequate (more likely,
nonexistent) waste treatment will fur-
ther pollute the streams and water table,
spreading the problems; it will deprive small
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communities of the additional employment
opportunities such public works provide:
and, it will continue to force more people
into the cities where at least the basic
amenities are available. This nation cannot
afford such economics.

One might suppose that a nation dedi-
cated to education as the tool of upward
mobility would indeed devote specific sums
of money toward improving rural and small
town schools and educational programs. In-
deed, Congress so Intended with the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act, and the
Migrant Education Act, among others. But
the administration of those and other edu-
cational acts has been so warped by urban
thinking and urban administrators, that the
money Is largely spent in urban school dis-
tricts attempting to correct the presumed
deficiencies of rural children forced off
the land into cities. And this Administra-
tion's answer has not been to improve the
administration, but rather to cut back the
programs. Such reasoning only contributes
to the general decline of educational stand-
ards in both rural and urban areas. It will
not surprise you to hear that black house-
holds have the worst of it, and that, rela-
tive to white households, they have lost
ground since 1960. Representing less than
10% of all households, blacks account for
24% of substandard and/or crowded occu-
pancies. In non-metropolitan areas, less
than 40% of the black households live in
dwellings which are not one or the other.
This is considerably better than in 1960
(when less than 20% of the black families
in non-metropolitan areas lived in standard,
uncrowded housing), but parity with white
households is, in a sense, further away. In
1960, the incidence of substandard and/or
crowded housing was about three times as
high for non-metropolitan blacks as for non-
metropolitan whites. In 1970, the figure for
blacks is almost four times as large as for
whites.

And the need for Indian housing is even
greater. Nearly two-thirds of all occupied
housing under the jurisdiction of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs are rated as substandard.

Efforts to implement the Congressional
pledge of 1949 to provide a decent, safe and
sanitary home for every citizen are not be-
ing carried forward by this Administration,
and that is particularly true in rural areas.
. Lack of sanitary housing and water sup-

ply, inadequate basic education all contrib-
ute to increased need for medical care, but,
as in almost all areas of rural life, the medi-
cal care available is too often too little, too
late. While this Administration tells us the
Hill-Burton Act has resulted in a 20% over
supply of hospital beds, they fail to mention
that the over supply is in the urban and
particularly suburban areas. There is still
a shortage in rural areas-as there is of doc-
tors and paramedical personnel, of clinics
and nursing homes, of emergency ambulance
service and visiting nurses, and of public
health services generally. Once again in
rural areas where the needs are greatest, the
programs and services are poorest.

Last year the Economic Research Service
of the USDA prepared for the Senate Gov-
ernment Operations Committee a study on
"The Distribution of Federal Outlays
Among U.S. Countries." It largely confirms
that pattern of "metropollana" into which
this country has lapsed. Per capita income in
non-metropolitan counties is more than
$1,000 below that in metropolitan counties
and the level of per capita outlays is more
than $100 less than in metro counties.
Figures for the housing programs (excluding
public housing and rent supplements, neither
of them generally available in rural areas)
work out to $91 per capita In metropolitan
counties, $40 in non-metropolitan counties,
and only $35 in the most rural counties.

It is no wonder then that transportation,
job training, public employment programs,
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community facilities and programs of all
kinds for senior citizens are tragically absent
from our rural communities. And their con-
tinued absence makes almost certain the
continued migration from rural areas to
metropolitan centers.

We call upon the nation to recognize both
the strength and the need of our rural citi-
zens and to act with both common sense and
compassion. Common sense in recognizing
that it is in the long run both easier and
more economical to treat social and economic
problems where they first occur, and com-
passion in admitting our policy mistakes of
a generation which have forced rural areas
and their citizens into second-class citizen-
ship.

REVENUE SHARING
(Congressman Louis STOKES)

Revenue sharing under Richard Nixon is
nothing more than a convenient excuse to
cut categorical programs for minorities and
the poor. More and more, people who come
to Washington for help are sent home again
to fight for a small slice of the revenue
sharing pie.

In the Congressional Black Caucus' state-
ment to the President two years ago, we urged
that this concept be utilized to meet the
desperate human needs of cur cities and
states. Unfortunately, the Nixon response Is
to promote revenue sharing primarily as a
means to reduce local taxes rather than to
improve urban services. As such, revenue
sharing becomes a political expediency
rather than a solution to pressing human
needs or a way to return decision-making to
local citizens.

Indeed, given the inherent weaknesses of
the revenue sharing law and the Nixon Ad-
ministration's adherence to the dubious
principle of benign neglect, we have much
to fear from this concept. Already, we hear
from mayors and governors wondering
whether they may have lost more in cate-
gorical program funds than they will ever
gain from revenue sharing.

If we are to target funds where they are
most needed, we can not simply accept a
block grant program based on a cold, com-
puterized formula frozen into law. Flexible
programs must be developed to meet specific
needs, and we here in Congress must
shoulder our responsibility to create the
machinery to meet those needs.

For us, as representatives of the poor, mi-
norities and disenfranchised, revenue sharing
is not-and will not-be the answer.

CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLIANCE
For example, even though the revenue

sharing law contains a non-discrimination
provision, the Nixon Administration shows
no sign of preparing to force compliance. In

a letter to the General Counsel of the Treas-
ury Department, the Leadership Conference
on Civil Rights pointed out glaring weak-
nesses in these non-discrimination regula-
tions. We subscribe to these comments and
we stand ready to take legislative action If
the Administration fails to make necessary
changes.

Regulations already issued do nothing
more than recite the statutory requirements
found in the law as passed and in Title VI
of the Civil Rights Act. The Administration
could have required state and local govern-
ments to report on civil rights compliance-
but It did not. The Administration could
have spelled out how fund recipients would
be expected to carry out their equal oppor-
tunity obligations-but it did not. The Ad-
ministration could have outlined other fed-
eral agencies' responsibilities to monitor and
investigate compliance-but it did not. The
Administration could have endorsed our 1971
recommendation that neighborhood groups
be included in planning distribution of
funds-but it did not.

Apart from the outright discriminatory
aspects of revenue sharing as now practiced
by the Nixon Administration, there are other,
equally dangerous, problems. Distribution
formula can be altered by state legislatures
to the disadvantage of poorer and needy com-
munities. And already, one state is moving
toward ceding authority for allocating funds
to a regional planning body which is not
answerable to any elected official.

EXTENDING THE BLOCK-GRANT APPROACH
Yet, given these serious shortcomings, the

Nixon Administration now wants to extend
revenue sharing to specific areas such as
health, education and housing. And Presi-
dent Nixon seems determined to hold hostage
funds appropriated by the Congress until he
gets special revenue sharing legislation en-
acted.

This strategy is clearest in the area of
housing. The President wants to replace
existing housing subsidy programs with a
special revenue sharing package. If the Pres-
ident has his way, block grants would go
to local communities for housing and then
federal programs to solve specific housing
problems would be eliminated. And while
Congress considers Nixon's proposal and pos-
sible alternatives, no new federal funds will
reach communities.

However, before we take action on these
special revenue sharing programs, it would
be wise to analyze the one existing proto-
type in this area-the LEAA program. We
view LEAA's block grants as an example of
the possible perversions of the revenue shar-
ing concept. Without controls, without suffi-
cient planning requirements, without civil
rights enforcement, LEAA programs are
marked by inefficiency, waste, racism, malad-

ministration and, in some cases, corruption.
Worst of all, this hundred million dollar
effort has had little, If any, impact on the
incidence of crime in America.

With all these serious fallacies, the Con-
gressional Black Caucus intends to seriously
question the need for further revenue shar-
ing. We will work to insure that government
funds are directed toward the nation's most
critical needs and that they are allocated
in an equitable, non-discriminatory manner.

COnCLUSION
(Congressman Louis STOKES)

Mr. Speaker, we have now heard from the
members of the Congressional Black Caucus.
We have set forth our views as to the True
State of the Union and the path we feel
this nation must follow. We hope to help
stimulate the revival of the Congress as an
effective, innovative co-equal branch of Gov-
ernment. We must begin a massive new effort
to meet the human needs of this country.
Our foreign policy, so long corrupted by the
Indochina war, must be redirected toward
helping the underdeveloped nations. To ac-
complish our goals, we will need to work
with our colleagues in the Congress. Many
of our colleagues are here today to join us
in discussing the True State of the Union.
Let us now begin to hear their views.

FEDERAL CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT,
DECEMBER 1972

(Mr. MAHON asked and was given
permission to extend his remarks at this
point in the RECORD, and to include ex-
traneous matter and tables.)

Mr. MAHON. Mr. Speaker, I include a
release highlighting the December 1972
civilian personnel report of the Joint
Committee on Reduction of Federal Ex-
penditures:
FEDERAL CIVI.AN EMPLOYMENT, DECEMBER

1972
Total civilian employment in the Execu-

tive, Legislative and Judicial branches of the
Federal Government in the month of De-
cember was 2,829,576 as compared with
2,820,810 in the preceding month of No-
vember. This was a net increase of 8,775.
These figures are from reports certified by
the agencies as compiled by the Joint Com-
mittee on Reduction of Federal Expenditures.

EXEcUTiVE BRANCH
Civilian employment in the Executive

branch in the month of December is com-
pared with the preceding month of Novem-
ber and with December a year ago as follows:

Full-time in
permanent Temporary, Total

positions Change part time, etc. Change employment Change

Change this month:
November 1972-- --- ------------------------------------------- 2,455,326 ......-----------.. -----.... 324,341 .-------.......---------....... 2,779,667 ..... ....December 1972 --------------------------------------------------- 2, 457,675 +2,349 331, 075 +6,734 2,788,750 +9,08312-month change:
December 1971---- --- ----------------------- 2,525,858 ................ 300,662 ..--------- - 2,826, 520 .--..--------December 1972....---- .--------------------------------. --- 2,457, 675 -68, 183 331, 075 +30, 413 2,788,750 -37, 770

The decrease of 37,770 during the 12-month
period since December 1971 reflects a reduc-
tion of 39,587 in Defense agencies and 34,773
in Postal Service, partially offset by a net
increase of 36,590 In all other agencies. Full-
time permanent employment over the 12
month period was reduced by 68,183 reflect-
ing a reduction of 67,458 in Defense agencies
and 725 in all other agencies.

FISCAL YRAR 1974 BUDGET PROJECTIONS
Of current interest in this connection are

the new budget projections (or "targets")
for full-time permanent civilian employment

levels as of June 1978 and June 1974. Com-
parison of current full-time permanent em-
ployment (December 1972) with the budg-
eted projections and estimated June 1974
with estimated June 1973 follows:

Civilian Military
agencies agencies Tota

December 1972, actual.. 1,429,841 1,027,834 2.457,675
June 1973, estimate..... 1,472,300 1,012,400 2, 484, 700

(compared to De-
cember 1972)-..-. (+42, 459) (-15,434) (+27,025)

Civilian Military
agencies agencies Total

June 1974, estimate .... 1,451,800 986,800 2,438,600
(compared to De-

cember 1972) .... (+21, 959) (-41,034) (-19,075)
(compared to June

1973, estimate)-.. (-20, 500) (-25, 600) (-46,100)

THE MONTH OF DECEMBER
Executive branch employment in the

month of December totaled 2,788,750, a net


